Ned Helms talks to
students about
gubernatorialcandidacy

See page 10

TNH Staff put together political profiles for the front
runners in Tuesday's election. If you want more Info on
them, See: •Jerry Brown, page 6; • Pat Buchanan, page
10;.•George Bush, page 8; • Bill Clinton, page 10; • Tom
Harkin, page 9; •Bob Kerrey, page 5; •Andre Marrou,
page 11; •Paul Tsongas, page 6.
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Student returns
from Antarctica
By Linda L. Hyatt
TNH Staff

By Tammy West
TNH Staff

J.C. Weber arrives in the New Zealand
airport and quickly steps toward the door.
He is amazed to see trees and green hills, to
feel 90 degree weather. Although he is
dressed in layers and wearing a Navy-issued
parka and down-filled pants, he is relieved.
He is in New Zealand for only four
hours; but he isn't bored. He soaks in the life
forms. Weber hasn't seen many life forms
· moreadvancedthanalgaeandphotoplankton
for two months.
Weber, a UNHjunior, flew home with a
stopover in New Zealand in late December
from a two-month research stay in the Dry
Valley of Antarctica, a cold desert that holds
only simple life forms and rocks.
While he was in Antarctica, Weber
studied the nutrient cycle of a lake and
gained experience related to his marine and
freshwater biology major at UNH.
"It was a great place, but I was ready to
go when I left," Weber said.

Lake samples are analyzed in these four closet-like buildings in Antarctica. UNH
student J.C. Weber spent two months here last semester (Courtesy photo).

Although Weber admits he loved Antarctica, he was happy to. get home and get
some news. In Antarctica, letters took four to
six weeks to reach him and although the team
was in daily contact with the main base
McMurdo, the members heard very little
news.
Weber didn't learn of the Soviet Union's
collapse or Magic Johnson's HIV positive
status until he returned. He was anxious to
see friends and his family. And they him.
"He was in our thoughts every minute of
the day," said J.C.'s mother, Mary Weber.
"Every time it got cold here, all I could think
ofwasJ.C.andhowcolditwasthere(Antarctica).

And his dad, John, said J.C.'s going to
Antarctica was the next best thing to going
himself.
"I was really burnt out by the time I got
home," J.C. Weber said, pushing his long blonde
hair out of his eyes. "But, it was definitely a
worthwhile experience."
Weber and seven other people came to
Antarctica from the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution in Cape Cod, Mass., to study Lake
Fryxell. Weber had worked at the institute
every summer since he was 16. When the
institute offered him the Antarctica job last
semester, he couldn't resist.

Antarctica, page 2

Linda Ekdahl, Durham's town clerk,
had to order more ballots this election year.
Ekdahl said she was overwhelmed by
the number of students who came to register
at Town Hall, feeling that it was a significant
change from the last election. She estimated
that student registration this year is 80 percent higher than four years ago.
With the New Hampshire primruy days
away, William Prince, supervisor of the
checklist for the town of Durham, said there
has not been a chance to count all the registration cards since the last day of registration
passed on Feb. 8.
"There were a hundred students a day
for about six or seven days," Prince said.
"That's a ballpark figure."
Ekdahl said 2,360 people voted in
Durham in the last presidential election.
Last June, 3,772 voters were registered, she

Registration, page 2

One killed, three injured ·
in Route 4 car collision
By Joe Flynn
TNH Staff

A 74-year-old man was killed
in a two-car accident on Route 4
near Durham early Wednesday night
that sent three other people to the
hospital.
William E. Jaques, of 105
Madbury Road, Durham, was pronounced dead on arrival at
Wentworth-Douglas Hospital in
Dover.
Jaques was a passenger in a
Subaru that.was struck by a pick-up
truck, according to Durham Police
reports.
Police said Jaques 's wife, Betty,
64, wasdrivingthecar. Mrs.Jaques
was taken to Wentworth-Douglas

Hospital, where she was listed in
stable condition. according to a
hospital spokesperson yesterday.
She suffered fractured ribs and a
chest contusion in the collision.
.The pick-up truck was driven
by Patrick J. Murphy III, 30, of 52
Snell Road, Dover, according to
policereports. Murphy's4-year-old
daughter, Reilly, was a passenger in
the truck.
Both of the Murphys were taken
to Wentworth-Douglas Hospital,
where they were treated and released
later in the evening, according to a
hospital spokesperson. The extent
of their injuries was not made
available.
According to police reports,

Crash, page 2

Luis Laboy, a student republican organizer shows his support for President Bush at a Tom Harkin
speech (Lloyd Triggs/TNH Staff photo).
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•Postcards from
icy Antarctica
From page 1
The University will give Weber
four independent-study credits for
·the adventure.
The work was grueling, it consisted of taking water samples from
the lake and studying them in order
to learn how a lake without human
interference, animals or fish operates. Sometimes, Weber would work
48 hours on only a few hours sleep.
. The lake, which had a 15-foot
layer of ice, was 59 feet deep, but
special equipment allowed the team
to take samples from different
depths. Since the lake was so frozen,
and had no currents, it was very
stratified, whichmadeiteveneasier
to study, Weber said. Temperatures
were about and below zero when
Weberarrivedduringthecontinent's
late spring. In the summer, temperatures reached only 40 degrees
on a good day.
"It was cold," Weber said. "At
first, I was cold all the time, even at
night."
But, Weber said, he soon adjusted. And as the season turned to
summer, the sun that shone day and
night heated the small dome tent he
slept in so that he could eventually
sleep without a sleeping bag.
Weber slept in a field camp 40
miles from the main base of

McMurdo, located on an island in
the Ross Sea. The team Weber belonged to was transported to the
camp by helicopters. All their supplies were flown in, Weber said.
Since he had to chip ice from
the frozen lake in order to get water,
Weber dido 't shower for two
months. He minded it at first, but
soon got used to it.
When he returned to base
McMurdo, he took a long, long
shower. ''They tell you to take military showers, you know, get in and
wash off, then turn the water off,"
Weber said. "But, I used enough
water for 50 showers."
While Weber dido 't get to see
much life, he did see some penguins
and seals before he left Antarctica.
The helicopter pilots, who Weber
described as "really nice people,"
flew the team close enough to the
animals so the members could get a
good look.
One type of seal, the leopard,
eats penguins and can go after humans, Weber said. "Their heads
were this big," he said holding his
hands apart about three feet.
While he was in Antarctica,
two of Weber's friends sent him a
package of "goopy, spooky stuff'
for Halloween, including gel you
can put on your face to look spooky

J.C. Weber returns to campus (Michelle Raymond/TNH Staff photo).
"like Beetlejuice," said a friend and
junior Lenore Jensen.
"He wrote back that he was
afraid to use it because it might
freeze to his face," Jensen said. She
never wrote, but said she got a postcard from "the frozen adventurer."
"The dorm wasn't the same
without him," Jensen said. "He instigates all of these very adventurous activities."

J.C. Weber and other researchers slept in these tents during their stay in Antarctica (Courtesy photo).

•Students may
turn out in record
numbers to vote
From page 1

ready registered," Ekdahl said.
"When we told them that they could
said. No updated figures are avail- vote absentee in their own homeable at present, and the number of town, they responded that Rock the
UNHst~ents
who voted/registered Vote had told them it was too late
in 1988 i so unavailable.
and too hard."
The inc se of students regisEkdahl and Prince said they
tering may ha: e been due to the felt that the number of new student
efforts of Rock the Vote, the non- voters would not influence the elecpartisan voting awareness organi- tion.
zation, originally established in the
"Students have traditionally
summer of 1990.
gone for the ballot with the most
Mike Dolan, field director for activity," Ekdahl said. "This year,
Rock the Vote, claims that his orga- the Democrats have the most active
nization prompted "in excess of ballot."
2,000" UNH students to register.
"We never made a record about
"Not just in Durham, in their who was registered to what party,"
hometowns, also," he said.
she said. "I'd say it was a pretty
According to Ekdahl, students even distribution."
were registered as quickly as posGoing through a pile of cards,
sible.
Ekdahl said she found that the ma"As far as we 're concerned ... jority of students seem to have regthey didn't have any trouble," she istered without declaring a party.
said. "We offered to hold their card
"I don't really think that the
pending the arrival of their birth students are out to ·take the town
certificate."
over," Ekdahl said. "Most of them
However, Ekdahl remained are more interested in their homeskeptical about Rock the Vote's town politics and very few students
methods.
come to vote in Durham town
"Students were coming in al- elections."

•4-year-old sent to the hospital with
THE NEW HAMPSIIlRE
two other passengers foil owing crash
·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=•:•:-:-:-:-:-:•:•!•!•!•!•.•.:•• :-::::
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filed and the accident remained under invesMrs. Jaques was driving east when she lost . tigation by the Durham Police.
control of the car. Police said she was atThe accident occurred about a half mile
tempting to pass another car that was turning · east of Route 108 near Johnson Creek at
into a driveway.
approximately 6 p.m., according to Durham
The Subaru in which the Jaques' were Police, and closed a section of Route 4 for
travelling was struck on the passenger's side nearly three and a half hours.
by the truck driven by Murphy, which was
The "Jaws ofLife" hydraulic cutting tool
headed in the opposite direction, police said. was necessary to remove the Jacques' from
As of Thursday, no charges had been the car, said Durham Fire Capt. Hubert

Matheny. It took approximately 25 minutes
to remove the two from the wreckage, he said.
The Durham Fire Department was at the
scene for over an hour, Matheny said.
Durham Police were assisted at the scene
by the New Hampshire State Police. The
University Police helped with traffic.
Both the Durham Ambulance Corps and
th~ Dover Fire Department responded to the
scene.

The New Hampshirtis the University of Ne"
Hampshire's only student run newspaper.
It runs every week on Tuesdays and Friday
The paper is free and has a circulation of
approximately 8,000.
This year the paper is not taking subscriptions throu_gh the mail, but the paper plans to
resumetakmgsubscriptionsnextyear.
All preproduction work is done in Room'15
ofthe Memo_rial Union Building. Printing is dom
at the Journal Tribune in Biddeford, Maine.
If you wish to contact our news, arts and
sportscall862-1490.Tospeakwithphotograph)
call862-1527.
. For advertising information call 862-1323.
For any other business, call 862-1490;
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Student struck by car
while crossing Main
Street near Smith Hall
Compiled by
TNH Staff
A UNH student was treated for
injuries Tuesday night after being
struck by a car on Main Street.
John C. Skillings, 22, of 21
Madbury Road, was treated and
released from Wentworth-Douglas
Hospital in Dover after he was hit 1
by car at the comer of Main Street
and Garrison Avenue.
According to police reports, the
accident occurred in front of Smith
Hall shortly before 10 p.m.
Skillings was struck by a car
driven by Jennifer J. Stonehouse,
18, of 9 Gold Post Road, Dover,
according to police reports.
Stonehouse, who was driving
an 1984 Dodge Daytona, has not
been charged, according to Durham
Police Capt. Michael Golding.
However, Golding stressed that
the accident is still under investigation. He said investigators are

trying to determine if Skillings was
in the intersection's crosswalk when
he was struck.
Golding did say Skillings was
in the area of the crosswalk when he
was hit.
No further details about the
investigation could be released,
Golding said.
One lane of Main Street that
runs through campus was blocked
off for approximately one hour so
that police could conduct their investigation.
Skillings was transported to
Wentworth-Douglas Hospital by the
Durham Ambulance Corps, according to Golding.
A hospital spokesperson said
Skillings was treated and released.
The extent of his injuries was not
made available.
Witnesses who saw the accident
claimed that Skillings was thrown
in the air by the impact of the collision.
Christopher York, a junior, said

he turned around when he heard the
impact, which sounded like two cars
colliding.
"We thought a car hit another
car, it was so loud," added David
Gamble, a junior. Gamble said he
and Lee McClinton, a sophomore,
went and sat with Skillings while
they waited for help.
McClinton gave Skillings his
jacket to keep warm, Gamble added.
York said he did not see
Skillings get hit and wasn't sure
where Skillings was when he was
struck.
"I just saw him go through the
air," York said.
Otherpeopleinterviewedatthe
scene said Skillings got up after he
was hit and collapsed again.
Although Golding said he
didn't have data showing the frequency of accidents in that intersection, he did say the comer of
Garrison Avenue and Main Street is
not an uncommon section for accidents.

Da Vid, presidential candidat inventor vegetarian/nutritional
doctor, looks at bis drink, "This is it!!,"which he calls the "drink
of enlightenment" (Tim BroadrickrrNH Staff).

Investigative journalist
targets political party
cratic party contributors, according to the

By Maria Bassaro
TNH Staff
Chip Berlet, an investigative journalist
specializing in cults, expressed his views
about the New Alliance Party and answered
counter-accusations made against him by
presidential candidate Dr. Lenora Fulani at a
talk in Hunter Hall Tuesday night.
In a press conference last Saturday,
Fulani denied Berlet's accusations that the
social therapy she practices is actually cultist
and brainwashing. Fulani says Berlet never
talked to her, according t..> Sunday's Ports-

nwuth Herald.

Chip Berlet, a journalist, changes the focus of his discussion from the Ku Klux Klan
to presidential politics (Nancy Goulet/TNH Staff photo). -

"Dr. Fulani practices an unethical form
of therapy that uses emotional blackmail to
get people to work for her politically," Berlet
said Tuesday night, calling this practice "totalitarian."
Berlet maintained that he had talked to
"a dozen" members of the New Alliance
Party, although he had not talked directly to
Fulani.
"If I didn't think Lenora Fulani was a
liar, I'd vote for her," said Berlet. "The New
Alliance Party is a lie. It ... tries to destroy
other political groups."
Berlet has been a member of Political
Research Associates (PRA), who describe
themselves as a "non-profit institute studying authoritarian, anti-democratic,right-wing
and xenophobic political movements" since
1982.
Fulani believes that the people financially supporting PRA are also major Demo-

Herald.
Kathy Hill, a teacher and "fledgling
supporter" of the New Alliance Party asked
Berlet about his possible connections to the
Democratic party. Berlet vehemently denied
any connection, slamming his fist on the table
beside him and saying the accusations by
Fulani were fabricated. He told Hill he resented her accusations.
"I'm not totally convinced by him," Hill
said later. "He generated so much anger and
avoided talking to me."
Kathleen McCauley, a sophomore at
UNH said, "I was shocked by Berlet's attitude
and blatant rudeness, but I don't doubt his
credentials." But you don't fight fire with
fire, she said. "His severe intensity was
persuasive, but in the end you have to vote for
someone, "she said.
Originally, Berlet was supposed to talk
specifically about the Ku Klux Klan and
other area cults. But when Steve Harding, an
RA in Hunter and founder of the "Living
Series" program, found out about the Fulani
controversy, he tried to set up a debate between
Berlet and Fulani's campaign manager.
The campaign manager said he had no
interest in debating Berlet, but he wanted one
of his lawyers to represent him. Berlet,
however, did not want to discuss the issue
second-hand, according to Harding.
When the debate fell through, Berlet
tried to go back to his original plan, but Fulani
supporters stood outside of Hunter and passed
out copies of the Herald article, forcing him
to address the issue.
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Pres iden tial hopeful criticizes the med ia
By Kimberly O'Brien
TNH Staff
When Mark Webster, a sixth
grader at Oyster River Elementary
School,
wanted to
pose
as
presidential candidate Larry
Agran for a project in his civics
class, he was told "No, Larry Agran
isn't a major candidate."
Agran told this story Tuesday
night to UNH Professor Joshua ·
Meyrowitz's CMN 515 class,
Analysis of News, and talked to
approximately 50 students about
patterns of media coverage of political campaigns.
Agran, mayor of Irvine, California, said he is concerned because
he hasn't received the media coverage he thinks he deserves. A l though he has been eQdorsed by
supporters around the nation and
the New Hampshire press, as well
as appearing on the McNeil-Leber
News Hour, he's been labeled as a
minor party candidate, he said.
As a result, he said, the media
has been trying to forget he exists.
"I thought in our democracy, I
would have a chance to make my
case," he said. "I never dreamed
that I had to convince anyone but
American people that I had a message that needed to be heard."

Larry Agran, presidential candidate, speaks to a class about
political media coverage or certain candidates, and lack thereof
(Lynn Goss/TNH Staff photo).

According to Agran, the media
often doesn't think about why they
follow certain candidates and
doesn't always gather information
on minor candidates.
"The coverage is so meager at
the outset," Agran said. "There are
a lot of lazy, unprofessional people
out there."
"When there's ever any doubt,
you include someone, you don't
exclude them," he said.
When Agran wasn't invited to
the
Democratic
National
Convention'sfor um,hecalledthem
and questioned their criteria. He
said he was told "some were in,
some were out."
When a televised poll showed
Agran tied with Jerry Brown and
Tom Harkin, his results were buried
in the" other" category, and his name
wasn't mentioned, he said. When a
second poll showed Agran ahead of
Brown, he said the same thing happened.
. Professor Meyrowitz, commenting later on the speech, said
that when he previously heardAgran
speak, he saw someone who "exists
and is cut out of the picture." He
said he wanted to give Agran a
chance to speak because the media
wasn't.
"There are many things that
happen in the world that don't reach
TV and print journalism,"
Meyrowitz said.
In his campaign, Agran has
stressed the need for new national

priorities, including cancelling
weapons systems, planning for economic conversion, withdrawing all
permanent U.S. troops from Europe
and Japan by 1994, and investing
funds in education, health care, and
environmental programs.
Agran said he wants to "rebuildAmerican society," but instead
has been stricken from the list of
Democratic presidential candidates.
Deborah Green, political director of the Rainbow Lobby, a
grassroots lobby that works to increase participatory democracy in
the United States, also spoke in
support of Agran's view that minor
candidates aren't strong Iy supported
by the media.
"The national dialogue is being narrowed," she said.
Pam Crowley,a UNHjunior in
Meyrowitz's class, said although
Agran is not her personal choice, he
should be given a fair chance.
"I think it's very unfair that the
media is a blockade between him
and the people," Crowley said.
"Maybe he doesn't have the
dramatics to be a major candidate,"
said Jennifer Graney, a sophomore
in the class. "But he seemed to
impress me more."
She said Agran was very downto-earth and seemed to be just as
qualified as other democratic candidates.
"I would consider voting for
him," Graney said.

Harkin brings an Iowa caucus win to UNH

Iowa native son says big win should be a sign to New Hampshire voters
By Lynda Marshall
TNHStafT
After winning his home state's
caucus victory the night before by a
resounding
78 percent,
Iowa Senator Tom
Harkin
shared his
presidential hopes with a group of
800 people Tuesday in the MUB.
Harkin expressed surprise that
he had won by such a large number
of votes, but said' it was a "request
from the ·p eople who know me the
best to take this message to a wider
audience beyond Iowa to New
Hampshire and the rest of this country."
Harkin said that, like New
Hampshire, Iowa has experienced
hard times recently but "when the
chips were down, [Iowans] knew
they could count on me because I
would fight for them and make sure
they weren't forgotten."
The senator commended college students for registering to vote
and told them, "Don't let anyone
deter you from your constitutional
right to vote."
In his 30 minute spe.ech, Harkin
addressed several issues. He said it

is time for a new America where
jobs are plentiful and education is
accessible to everyone. The federal
government, he said, should invest
in more student aid programs like
Pell Grants and college work study.
"I feel very strongly on student
aid," Harkin said. "But I want to
build a system where students can
go through college and won't be
burdened with debt" He said students should not have to pay any
more than what it is costing the.
government for the money.
He believes it is time for an
environmental president and said
he would push haid to clean ·up
toxic waste, as well as the air and
water, ensure recyclable products
and discourage more nuclear plants.
Harkin said that when he is
asked what his programs will cost,
he responds, "Wrong question."
According to Harkin, the right
question is, "What will it cost if we
don't do it?"
He said he defines himself
through Americans with the Disabilities Act, a bill he sponsored
that was passed in Congress about a
year ago. Harkin 's brother Frank is
deaf, and Harkin saw the discrimination he faced. The bill "breaks
down barriers and opens doors" for
disabled Americans.
Interrupted many times by ap-

·

Presidential candidate Tom Harkin tips a wave to a supporter at UNH (Lloyd Triggs/TNH Staff).
plause, Harkin said, "I want to be
known as the president who rebuilt
America, who rebuilt this country
back up, who gave hope and confidence to the people."
Before Harkin arrived, Tommy
Makem and Eugene Byrne enter-

tained the crowd with folk music.
Makem, a Dover resident who was
born in Ireland, said Harkin is the
only Democrat running. "The rest
are sham Republicans," Makem
said.
Junior Dan Sousa had doubts

about Harkin's speech. "He addressed the issues but not his policies," Sousa said.
Junior Rob Butterfield said
Harkin 's speech was very inspiring.
"He has a realistic vie.w on what
needs to be done," Butterfield said.
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Study supports bias
against women in
schools
Bias against women and girls is found
in United States schools. The American Association of University Women
Educational Foundation found that females face discrimination from teachers, textbooks, tests, and their male
classmates. The report showed that
girls and boys start school at approximately the same level, but are unequal
by the end of high school.

Japan's VP urges
caution about
comments
Shin Kanemaru, vice president of the
governing Liberal Democratic party in
Japan, said that the past comments of
some of his country's leaders have
caused relations with the U.S. to become much worse, and that some of the
comments were uncalled for. He told
his colleagues that they must be cautious with their comments, because
without the U.S. Japan cannot exist.

U.N. recommend s
larger peace-keep ing
force
A U.N. special envoy for Yugosla:via
recommended the rapid deployment of
a larger peace-keeping force. Cyrus R.
Vance made his recommendation to the
U .N. Secretary General, stati_ng that he
fears that the fragile cease-fire will
break down unless the force is quickly
dispatched. The force is to be expanded to 11,500 soldiers from its earlier figure of 10,000.

NASA administra tor
resigns
In a surprising announcement, Richard
Truly, NASA administrator, announced
his resignation. This came after a long
losing battle with the White House over
the shuttle program. Truly, a former
astronaut, got the shuttle program back
on its feet after the 1986 Challenger
disaster. Administration officials said
the resignation was caused by friction
between Truly and the White House.

Drought causes
havoc in
Southern California
For the last 10 years, Southern California has experienced draught conditions,
but now they are experiencing the opposite problem. This week, Southern
California is dealing with the worst
rains in decades. The rains have closed
freeways, sent raw sewage into the
Pacific Ocean, and caused at least seven
deaths. The rains have hit at the rate of
one and a half inches per hour as of
Wednesday morning. The irony is that
the rain has done little to help the
draught in Southern California.

Compiled by George Stafford from
newspaper reports.
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Environmental protection will
create American jobs, says Brown
Presidential candidate outlines five major concerns for his campaign
By Tareah Fischer
TNH Staff
Bettering the environment will create
more jobs in America, according to fonner
governor of California and Democratic
• presidential hopeful

111.111·°'\

Jerry Brown.
Brown, standing at the podium in a
plaid shirt; a turtleneck and black jeans, told
his audience Tuesday in the MUB that California has the most advanced environmental
protection record in the nation.
He said that during his eight years as
governor in the 1980s, California created
2.2 million jobs by protecting the environment. "People like S ununu and Poindexter
lied by telling California they would lose
jobs by protecting the environment," he
said.
''That is the way to get jobs," said
Brown. "Stop turning the environment into
a stinking, polluted place."
According to Brown, three-fourths of
the electricity generated in the U.S. is wasted.
"This could be eliminated," he said.
"Millions of people could be employed and
we could be less dependent on electricity."
Brown said-he opposes nuclear power as a
source of electricity. He said he fought the
installation of the first nuclear power plant
in California.
"People said there would be 'Brownout,' but we have an excess of electricity,"
Brown said. "Our utilities are the best in the
nation."
According to Brown, California uses
alternative fonns of energy, such as solar
and wind power.
Brown criticized former New Hampshire Gov. John Sununu for supporting the
Seabrook nuclear power plant. He also criticized presidential candidate Paul Tsongas,
who he said has advocated nuclear power.
"By blocking nuclear power, we reduce
radioactive waste, free up money, and create
jobs," Brown said.
Jack McLaughlin, a Dover resident,
said he supported Brown's approach to the
environment. "Jerry Brown is not MoonJerry Brown addr~ a gatheringof UNH students and area residents on Tuesday
beam, he is Earthbeam, and the beam is
(Nate Rowe/TNH Staff).
truth."
Dover resident Peggy McLaughlin said
she admired Brown's ideas about the envi- concern. "We have an obligation to invent the cause it's their future. It's studentloans,jobs
ronment. "He has his two feet planted technology to find alternatives," Brown said. and the environment."
solidly on this earth and plans to evoke "What we do for them, we do for ourselves."
Brown also said he was in favor having
change to ensure the earth will be here for
Reducing arms sales and pushing for more women leaders. "Women are the
our future Americans."
human rights in areas such as Central America country's most neglected resource," he said.
"'His record in California proves he can were two concerns he listed.
Having women leaders breaks down stedo just that," she said.
The final concern Browh listed was reotypes, Brown added.
In his speech, Brown revealed five is- fighting AIDS. "Silence is death," he said.
Brown said he is pro-choice advocate
sues he believes are key foreign and domes- "We need to talk about it. We have to pioneer and supports the right of poor women to
tic issues.
research. The president has to talk about it." receive welfare funding for abortions.
His first policy concern is to end world
"All of this is about foreign policy, doUNH sophomore Jude Hill also favored
hunger. "That should be at the beginning," mestic policy and a new kind of rights," he Brown's speech. "I think he finally addressed
he said.
said.
the issues in need and had proof of his capaProtecting the global environment with
When asked why he thought this election bilities," she said.
acts like The Clean Air Act was his second is important to students Brown said, "Be~

. .
¥ ·:·
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Gays, lesbians need more
campus rights, doctor says
By Billie Jean Wickwire
TNH Staff
A University of Illinois faculty
member told a UNH audience that it
is time for more rights for gays and
lesbians.
Dr. Stan Levy spoke to approximate! y 45 people in the Alumni
Center Tuesday about the lack of
rights for gay and lesbian people in
the UNH community.
Levy, who has for 14 years
been a part of student affairs at the
University of Illinois, said he was at
UNH to discuss issues of sexual
preference on campus.
His home community in Illinois
is predominantly conservative, not
a very liberal one, Levy added.
Despite being conservative,
Levy said his home is "remarkably
open-minded" about gays and lesbians.
Levy said his role at UNH was
to relay the concerns raised Tuesday
to President Dale Nitzschke and the
rest of the faculty and staff.
He also gave advice on how to
make UNH more aware and openminded.
"What the gay and lesbian
community has to do is establish a
climate to let people know that they
can be who they want to be, personally and socially, and will al ways
be supported," said Levy.

Name:

Name:

Paul Tsongas

Jerry Brown

Height:

Height:

5' 1O"

6 1"

Age:

Age:

51

53

Military spending: Wants to cut
back on military spending, is for
World Peace, emphasizes collective burden sharing
Education: Fully funds Head Start,
wants to guarantee every student
the ability to get a college education through a federal tuition loan
program that would allow people
to pay back their education based
on a percentage of their income
after graduation.
. Environment: Lead the Alaska
Land Act, whichsetaside lOOmillion acres for parks in the early 80s,
chaired the congressional hearings
on acid rain and global warming.
Favors renewable energy, supports
recycling. ,
Nuclear energy: Supports research into whether a safer smaller
nuclear Option is possible; however, would not now support construction of new nuclear plants.
Health Care: Is foruniversal health
care, wants to make it affordable
for all U.S. citizens.
Arms.
Foreign Trade: Wants to make Homeless problem: Supports
America compete again by im- more low-income housing.
Affirmative Action: Su orts.
·
·
ucts.

Education Background: B.A.
Dartmouth in' 62; Law degree from
Yale '67; One semester at the JFK
School of Government in Boston
Prof~ional experience: Peace
Corp volunteer '62-64 and '67'68; Congressional intern w/former
congressman F. Bradford Morse
'66-67; U.S. Rep.for5thdistrictof
Mass '74-'78; U.S. Sen. '78-'84;
A partner of a law firm, Foley,
Hoag & Eliot '85-'89.
AIDS: AIDS de~erves immediate
attention, suppo,ts a Universal
health care, wants to fully fund the
Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS
resource emergency act
Abortion/Women's Rights: Pro
choice, opposes gag rule, opposes
laws that require .parental permission for abortions.
Economy: Favors a targeted capital gains tax cut for long-term investment in American industry,
opposed to middle class tax cut.
Wrote a detail~d plan: Economic

I

Education: N.A.
Elected Offices held: California
Secretary of State, 1971-1975.
Governor of California, 197 51983. Chairman of the California
Democratic Party, 1989-1991.
AIDS: Supports open discussion
on AIDS. He also supports increased research.
Abortion/Women's rights: ·supporteroftheEqualRightsAmendment as governor of California.
S upports a woman's right to
choose.
Economy: Brown proposes a 13percent flat tax rate on all incomes
and a similar value-added levy on
business,allowing wage-earners to
deduct rent, mortgage payments
and charitable contributions.
Foreign Trade: Brown says he
be1ieves U.S. trade problems are
not worker-related. He says the
U.S. needs to develop better products, such as high-speed bullet
trains, VCRs or "the car of the
future."
:Military Spending: Cut military
spending in half.
Education: Fund Head Start fully.

To ensure that every student who
wants to can attend college, Brown
wouldrestorework-studyprograms.
Brown would restore more scholarship aid and de-emphasize the loan
program.
Environment: Brown says the
production of non-polluting is a
national priority. As governor of
California, instituted the nation's
first mandatory energy efficiency
standards for buildings and appliances.
Health· Care: Brown's proposed
health care plan would cover all
Americans with a single payer systern, the payer being the government. Brown says the plan would
be paid for with the $60 or $70
billion saved by the elimination of
the insurance companies' role.
Homeless problem: Brown would
use money saved by his flat-tax
plan and reduced military spending
to "make sure everyone in this
country had a decent shelter over
their heads."
Atllrmative Action: Brown supports affirmative action .

There are special challenges to
be met at UNH, Levy said.
"People are afraid of moving too
fast in fear of backlash," said Cindy
Cohen, coordinator of the Women's
Commission at UNH.
Dealing with social change
means being aware of the backlash,
Levy said.
"To take three steps forward
you don't necessarily have to take
three back in return," Levy said.
"Sometimes you take two back, and
thus end with a net gain of one
step."
It may even be better to anticipate a backlash, according to
Levy.
"If you're sure of what you're
doing and the reason that you are
there, then keep pushing," he said.
"I think there are people here at the
University that get frustrated, but
they push."
Acknowledging and supporting those who deserve credit in
pushing for gay and lesbian rights
will lessen the backlash, Levy
added.
According to the Health ~ducation office at Health Services,
there are approximately 1,700 gay
and lesbian people in the UNH
community.
· "I haven't felt much of a
backlash,
but
more
so
apathetic ... and then that's it," said
Ursula Robinson, a member of the
CampusGay-Lesbian-BisexualAlliance (CGLBA).
"I feel no movement. .. not even
a backlash," Robinson said.
Professor Jack Yeager of the
French and Italian Department at
UNH said the apathy is a sign of_
submerged homophobia.
"For someone like me, who
has lost about 35 friends and acquaintances over the past five years,
I'm less concerned about backlash
than I used to be," Yeager said, "and
I think it is time to stand up."
Levy urged the audience to
come together and be supportive of
the next generation ofUNH students
who, he said, will work to make
UNH a better place.
"I truly believe that there is a
commitment to forward movement,
but you are entitled to a little skepticism," Levy said. "If in one year
nothing has changed, I will be surprised."
Levy said he already sees
change. "You being here tcxlay and
speaking out is a positive change,"
he said.

IF you want to .
send a letter to
the edito~ mail it
to Room 151 in
the MUB or just
drop it of in
person.
~

1:.

Wednesdays and Frida ys
at 1 p.m.

I
I
!
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Professor's new book explores management
Working conditions the subject of soon-to-be-published study
chanted.
According to Professor Fink,
self-management techniques are
producing various results. Many

-~

By Helen Stock
TNH Staff

_.,.,-,

_,.--,

......__.

Employee self-management is
the wave of the future for American
companies, according to a UNH
professor.
Professor Stephen Fink's recently completed and soon to be
published book "High Commitment
Workplaces" reveals that employees tend to be committed if they
have a certain level of control over
their performance.
Fink's research involved a
study of employees from two high
technology manufacturing firms,
one in Massachusetts and one in
New Hampshire. Although he
would not reveal the identity of the
firms, Fink said the two had different
working cultures.
One firm focused on a more
traditional system of management,
the other stressed granting more
power and participation to its employees, he said.
hie tbas
Fink asked employees to
summer, eyes a journal (Byron Brown/TNH Staff photo).
evaluate their commitment to their
work,co-workers,andthecompany - profile can most often be found management. These workers are
as a whole.
within the upper management. highly dedicated to their work and
Seven worker profiles were These employees are committed to co-workers, but don't identify with
created from Fink's study.
their own work and to the organi- 1h0
0
::~
But according to Fink, two profiles zation, but don't work as a team
bonder" profile is the most comare most common among success- with their co-workers.
ful businesses:
• The "team performer" profile moo in troubled businesses. These
•The"contributingperformer" i:-. most common within middle people are committed to their jobs
for the sole purpose of social interaction, but are otherwise disen-

ci:iai:~:; ~::.~

"social

companies are thriving, but others
are finding it hard to adjust .
Professor Fink's book will be
available some time this summer.
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Full Service Salon
THINK SPRING BREAK!
... It's coming

WITH THIS AD, RECIEVE:
Manicures $8
10% Qff Body Waxing
$5 off Regular Perms normally $45 and up
$10 off Spiral Perms normally $60 and up
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11 Madbury Rd. above Scorpio's
-- - --- ---- ... ---- - - ..... - - -- - - --

Name:

Bob Kerrey
Height: .

5' 7O"
Age:

48
Education: Lincoln Northeast Military Spending: Reduce by 30High School; Graduate ofUniver- - 40 percent over the next 10 years.
sity of Nebraska in 1966 with de- Education: Wants to establish a
gree in pharmacy; Enlisted in Navy billion dollar Education Capital
Seals.
Fund; will provide more money
Offices: Nebraska Senator; Gov- for Head Start; taught college in
ernor of Nebraska 1982-1986; California for a short time.
Onws chain of restaurants and Environment: Will force large
health/fitness centers employing companies to follow strict enviover 900 people.
ronmental rules supports stringent
AIDS: Submitted national health controls and regulation of nuclear
care program which would cover power.
AIDS patients, and provide states- Health Care: Submitted national
with funds for prevention and health care plan in July of 1991,
health programs.
called"Health USA,"which would
Abortion/Women's rights: Pro- provide every American with
choice; supported civil rights act health care, cover long-term care,
of 1991; co-sponsored Family and and save the U.S. over$150billion
Medical Leave act of 1990, which . over the next five years.
wouldallow 12 weeks ofpaid leave Homeless Problem: Homeless
to employees with ill family mem- would be covered under Health
bers or who need to provide care to USA, since helath care is separated
newborns.
from employment in the plan.
Economy: Nebraska was $24 mil- Civil Rights: Original co-sponsor
lion in debt when he became Gov- of 1990 Civil Rights Act; supporter
ernor and $49 million surplus when of Martin Luther King Jr. holiday;
he ended.
appointed more women and miForeign Trade: Will work with norities to political posts than any
Japan to make sure it's a free mar- other Nebraska governor.
ket.
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Carnival still a go despite no snow
By Rachel Wakefield

TNH Staff
_Lack of snow won't stop
UNH's 1992 Winter Carnival.
With the theme "Under the
Boardwalk," this ' year's carnival
continues a university tradition that
adds a little fun and excitement to
the midwinter cold.
The carnival, coordinated by
the the Campus Activity Board
(CAB), kicked off Wednesday with
the annual Alpha Gamma Rho torch
run to benefit the Leukemia Society.
AGR brothers ran from the
White Mountains to campus, a distance ofl26 miles. Abonfire,started
with the torch that was carried during
the run, was held on the lawn near
Englehardt, Gibbs, and Hunter
Halls.
Funding for Winter Carnival
comes from the Public Funding
Organization (PFO) and in part from
the Student Activity Fee Organizations (SAFO). Last semester, CAB
submitted a proposal to PFO, which
approvoo $9,532 for the planning
of Winter Carnival.
Cynthia Witte,aCAB member,
said Winter Carnival is an opportunity to get various student organiza-

AGR helps kick off the 1992 Winter Carnival on Wednesday with its annual torch run (Tim Broadrick/
TNH Staff photo).

R

Name:

George Bush
Height:

6' 2"
Age:

67
Education:Phillips Academy;
Yale.
Official offices held: Member of
Congress, 1966-1970; U.S. Ambassador to United Nations, 197173; Chair of National Republican
Committee, 1973-74; Chiefof Liaison Office of People's Republic
of China, 1974-75; Head of CIA,
1976-78; Vice President of U.S.
1981-88; President of U.S. 1988present
AIDS: Believes AIDS should be
fought through education, research
and treatment Supports increase
in funding.
Abortion: Opposes abortion, except where mother's life is in danger or in cases of rape or incest.
Economy: Set out a comprehensive program to promote economic
growth. Plan provides tax relief
and encourages investment.
Foreign Trade: Believes best
policy is to encourage further liberalization of International Trading System, especially through
efforts such as multilateral trade
talks, ongoing in Geneva and the
North American free trade agree-

ment enterprise of America.
Military Spending: Says we
should not drastically cut budget.
Wants to decrease spending in
defense by $50 billion over next
five years. By 1997, he hopes to
have cut spending by 30 percent
since he has taken office.
Education: Supports a strategy ·
to reshape education system by
emphasizing local control for
parents. America 2,000 initiative
highlights supporting merit pay,
establishing standards and strong
testing, attaining a 90 percent high
school graduation rate.
Environment: Wants to enhance
and protect natural resources.
Wants to pursue new technologies. Clean Air Act and plans for
wetlands and reduction of CFCs.
Health Care: Says anyone who
needs it, gets it. Wants to maintain present quality of treatment
and wants to allow people to
choose plans best suited for them.
Homele~: Has a bill before Congress to use $1 billion in homeless assistance.
Affirmative Action: Supports.

KUFFS

Eve 6:415, 9:10 Mat 12:3&, 2:3&, 4:3&

Cape Fear My Girl
Eve 9: 10

RUSH
Eve. 6:40, 9:00

HOOK
Ewe 6:40, Mat 12:45, 3:15

, Eve 7:00, Mat

12:40, 2:40, 4:40

Jf.n, JL,n,erlt:,11,11,

,r11,i( z

Beauty and
the Beast
Eve 6:00 Mat 12:30,
2:20 4:00

Prince of Tides
Eve 9:10

Father of the
Bride

Eve 6:55, 9:10 Mat 12:25,
2:35, 4:35

The Hand That Rocks
the Cradle
Eve 6:50, 9:05 Mat 12:25,
2:35,4:45

tions involved in planning campus
events.
This year students are getting
more involved in the Carnival, Witte
said. More participants signoo up
for snow sculpture and volleyball,
she said.
Highlights of the carnival include a Rock the Vote concert,
schoouled for Friday at 8 p.m. in the
Field House. Bands expected to play
include Drivin' 'n Cryin', Follow
for Now, and o~Positive, according
to Witte.
I 0,000 Maniacs was scheduled
to appear, but cancelled because of
a music awards show in England,
Witte said.
MUSO, SCOPE, Student Senate and CAB were all involved in
the planning of the Rock the Vote
concert.
"It's neat that Rock the Vote is
in the middle of all this,"Witte said.
"It really helps."
Tomorrow from noon to 4 p.m.
there will be a bonfire outside
Thompson Hall. Part of the
Murkland courtyard will be flooded
to create an ice rink.
Snow sculpturing, sponsored
by Kappa Sigma, and snow volleyball, sponsoroo by Phi Kappa
Sigma, are scheduloo if there is
enough snow.
The Grounds and Roads crew
had agreed to find snow and bring it
to campus, but they have had trouble
finding any, Witte said. If no snow
can be found, there may be some
other kind of sculpture contest, using ice, mud, or junk. The volleyball competition will be held with
or without snow.
A skating party at Snively
Arena is scheduled for Saturday,
along with a beach party in the
Granite State Room of the MUB.
Admission is $2 for students, $3 for
non-students.

OCAL NEWS BRIEFS
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Cuomo
supporters urge
people to write
him in

.
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Candi date jumps to a different be~t
Exercise is the key to a betteT America, says Da Vid
By Jeff Kearney
TNH Staff

The Cuomo write-in campaign has
started television and radio advertisements. The unauthorized campaign for
the Governor of New York says that
Cuomo has a realistic chance at getting
15 percent of the vote in next Tuesday's
Democratic presidential primary. The
ad campaign comes after Cuomo 's
speech in Boston at the John F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard.

Presidential candidate Da Vid stressed his campaign slogan
"Health and Freedom for All" during an energetic presentation at
the MUB Wednesday,
during which he gave part
of his speech while
bouncing up and down
on a trampoline.
Da Vid, the 44year-old leader of the
Human Ecology Party of
Mill Valley, California,
stressed diet and exercise as the main points of his campaign. "If
people change their diets and exercise more, an attitude change
will occur," he said. "The world will become a healthier and
The New Hampshire State House failed better place."
to pass a bill that would increase the
A vegetarian, Da Vid presented a diet and exercise program
senate size from 24 to 36 members. that he says will better the world.
The Constitutional change fell short of
"I have created a wellness program people can do in their
the 236 votes needed to pass. The final own homes, which will save the country billions of dollars," he
vote was 197 to 126. The House also said. "My program will make people healthier so less people will
voted down a proposal to give senators need health care, and hospitals will eventually be unnecessary."
4-year terms instead of 2-year terms
He promoted a drink he has invented called, "This Is It,"
and increase the Senate size to 48.
which he says contains every nutrient essential to life. "People
can literally live off 'This Is It'," he says.
"If people use a trampoline every morning, eat less, and
take 'This Is It' every morning, the world will be healthier and
happier," Da Vid says. "This is why I'm running for president"
Da Vid, who is also a nutritional doctor, says another goal of
his
With a campaign that is on a down- campaign is to work with athletes. "The trampoline helps align
slide, Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton re- the spine, which alleviates back and neck injuries," he says. "I
leased what he called evidence that the · want to see if I can connect with the UNH hockey team while I
republicans are trying to smear him. In am here. I can eliminate a lot of their injuries."
Da Vid says the first thing he would do as president would
a news conference, Clinton said he
learned that the Pentagon apparently
leaked to ABC News a letter he wrote
to a ROTC official in Arkansas 23 years
ago. Clinton says that the letter proves
what he has been saying for a weekthat he dropped ROTC because he felt
guilty joining only to avoid the draft.

Bill to increase
senate size fails

Clinton says
Republicans are
damaging campaign

Da Vid focuses his positive energy on the Oval Office (Tim Broadrick/
TNH Staff photo).
be to create a "Global Peace Center" that he would build on the island of
Alcatraz (a former maximum security prison); off the coast of California.
The center would be a utopia of s.orts, where Da Yid says, "By
converting what was once a place of pain and suffering into a 'Jewel of
Light,' we will unleash powerful forces for cooperation, reconciliation and
healing."
Another goal of Da Vid's is to create a 24-hour commercial free
television channel which will show "scenes of nature and psychedelic
pictures." Da Vid showed a sample of what the channel would be like. The
videotape showed multi-colored psychedelic configurations moving around
the screen continuously.
Da Vid says the channel was meant to be watched in accordance with
the trampoline exercises. He says the channel is meant to help people
because, "light affects the subconscious, and this will lead to enlightenment in people."
·
Da Yid, dressed entirely in bright purple clothing during the presentation, summed up his philosophy with a question: "What is it that we as
a people and as a nation want for ourselves and each other? Is it not health
and freedom for all?"

Nome:

Tom Harkin
Height:

6 1"
I

Man chased/or
erratic driving was
having seizure

Age:

52

Erik S. Buiwit, 20, of Gardner, MA,
who was chased by police though two
towns Sunday, apparently was experiencing a diabetic seizure. Officers
Fitzwilliam and Thompson both attempted to stop Buiwit on Sunday when
the noticed his erratic driving. At that
point, a slow two-town pursuit followed. When the car reached Troy,
N.H., another officer, George Malloy,
made the car stop by shooting the tires.

Educational Background: B.S.
from Iowa State in '62, Law degree
from Catholic University of
America in '72
Official offices held: elected to
Congress in '74, served 10 years;
elected to Senate in '84, re-elected
in '90. Chairman of US Senate
Labor Health and Human Services
and Education appropriations subcommittee for two years.

IF you wonl lo

send• lelle, lo
lhe edilor, moil ii
lo /loom ISi in
11,e MUB o~osl
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Military spending: Cut by 1/2 in
ten years, saving $4 20 billion. Take
that saved money and "rebuild
America."

Education: Increased educational
funding by 41 %, according to a PR
spokesman. Wants to fully-fund
Head Start. Payment for education
should be split up: 1/3 paid by state,
AIDS:
Has voted to increase 1/3 by Federal government, 1/3
support of AIDS research. Co- from towns.
sponsored Ryan White Fund proEnvironment: Against the buildviding care.
ing of more nuclear plants. For
Abortion: Original sponsor of the mass transit.
Freedom of Choice Act. Sponsored bill for the overturning of the Health Care: For national health
gag-rule. In favor of Medicaid care. Pay for it by spending mthe
paying forpoorwomen 'sabortions. money more wisely.

Compiled by George Stafford
from newspaper reports.

:.:::=::= 1.

export, they can't import.

Economy: Improvement to come Homeless: For increased federal
through creating more jobs.
funding for housing.
Da Vid demonstrates his wellness program (Tim
Broadrick/I'NH Staff photo).

Foreign trade: Wants trade to be AtrirmativeAction: Co-sponsorof
a "two-way street." If we can't the Equal Rights Amendment. In
favor of equal work, equal pay.
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Name:

Bill Clinton
Age:

45
Educational Background:
from
degree
Bachelor's
Georgetown University, was a
Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University. Clinton received a law degree
from Yale University.
Prof~ional experience: Governor of Arkansas, only the second
Arkansas governor to serve five
tenns. Clinton has served as the cochair of the National Governor's
Association Task Force on Health
Care.
AIDS: Clinton says he will implement a four-point plan to battle
aids. His plan focuses on research,
testing, treatment and education.
Abortion/Women's

Rights:

Clinton has said he is pro-choice. If
Roe v. Wade is overtuned, he claims
he will fight the decision.
Economy: Clinton's economic
plan includes a highway bill, which
he hopes will create more jobs. He
also endorses a middle-class tax
cut and a reduction in credit rates
for card customers. He said he make
loans easier to get for families to
purchase new homes. His economic
plans also call for tax incentives.

Foreign Trade: Clinton hopes to

make the economy stronger by
supporting democracy around the
world. Hopes to push for more
U.S. technology and development.
Clinton says he will provide tax
incentives to boost American
competiveness.
Military Spending: Clinton believes a post-Cold War military
should be smaller, with better technology and nuclear deterrence. He
says the military sp_ending could
be cut $100 million more than
President Bush has called for.
Education: Clinton supports Head
Start. He says he plans to create a
national trust fund to help students
pay for a college education.
Environment: Clinton wants the
tax system to be altered to reward
environmentally progressive business and penalize those that pollute.
Health Care: Clinton endorses
guaranteed universal coverage, cost
controls, improved preventive care,
and increased choice in long-tenn
care.

Name:

Pat Buchanan
Age:

53
abolish the capital gains tax for
the working and middle class.
He also plans to impose a twoyear moratorium on all new federal regulations and roll back
Political Experience: Oose most of those created during the
personal aid to President Rich- Bush administration.
ard Nixon during his tenn.
Speech writer for Richard Political reforms: Buchanan
Nixon, Gerald Ford, Ronald will freeze federal spending,
Reagan cabinet-level aid dur- hiring and salaries. Recent increases in Congressional salaing Reagan administration
ries will be rolled back by 50
Position on certain positions percent. Also, $50,000 of the
could not be commented on president's annual salary will be
because Buchanan platform donated to charity to set an example of leadership.
has not been fully formed.

Education: BA English from
Georgetown University; Masters in Journalism from Columbia University.

Abortion: He holds a prochoice postion, and is in favor
oflaws that restrict the practice
of abortion.
Economy: He plans on making
large tax cuts, especially income
tax cuts for the working and
middle class. He also wants to

Forgien Policy: Americans will
always be at the scene to help
victims of natural disaster. He
will continue to support those
who fight for national liberation. Wants to stop countries with
protectionist policies and will
impose duties on countries
dumping products in the USA.

Candidate for governor
attacks Gregg's record
tax," he said.

By Jacqueline Wade
TNH Staff
While much of the state is focusing its attention on Tuesday's
presidential primary, Ned Helms
spent Thursday reminding a few
students that the state •s gubernatorial election is approaching.
Helms, a Democratic candidate
for governor, told nine people in the
MUB that the University System of
New Hampshire is important to the
state's economy and that it should
serve a greater part in public policy.
"Not only the University System, but the vocational schools and
the DepartmentofEducation should
start to articulate a public education
vision for the year 2000," Helms
said.
Helms said the mission of the
University is research, development
and education. These services that
can be used to help the economy at
the state level.
"I don't think that Gov. Gregg
cares about the University System,
really," Helms said.
If he had been governor when
Pease Air Force Base in Portsmouth
closed, Helms said, he would have
fought to get UNH involved.
"UNH plays a critical role in
the economic development of the
Seacoast," Helms said.
UNH's in-state tuition is a major concern because it is one of the
highest in the country, he said.
The solution to the tuition
problem, according to Helms, is to
survey the problems and needs of
the school before giving any money.
"I'm not going to be a Santa
Claus," Helms said. "I want to look
at the system first"
Helms is in favor of state income tax.
"The reason for income tax is
to reduce the burden of the property

He said the property tax in New
Hampshire is breaking its working
class. He accused Gregg of not addressing the income tax issue
throughout his entire administration.
Helms quoted several statistics
to show how New Hampshire is
suffering in the recession.
New Hampshire has the highest number of applicants for food
stamps and welfare in the country,
Helms said. He added there has
been a loss of 50,000 jobs in the
state in the past three years.
Helms briefly discussed a
state-wide health care plan. If the
· statecouldofferanalternativehealth
care plan for people who can't afford the health companies premi-

urns, then the state could help regulate health care and its costs, he
said.
"We don't have to wait for national health care to be instituted,
we can start it right here at the state
level," he said.
Helms accused Gregg of being
a "full-time politician" who "doesn't
know how to run his own business."
Helms, an alumnus, graduated
from the UNH after he served in
Vietnam for one year. He was also
in public service for over 20 years,
during which he worked for the
state's Department of Health and
Human Services and served as the
head of the Democratic Party in
New Hampshire. For the past IO
years he has owned and operated
his own management and consulting finn.

ADVIRTISING DIAD1INIS
•Ads appearing in Friday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Wednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Friday.

THISI DIAD1INIS WIii
NOT MADI ro 81 BROKIN

Name:

Andre Marrou
Height:

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is now accepting
applications for the following positions:

5' l O"
Age:

53
Education: B.S. MIT in 1962
Official Offices Held: Alaska State
Legislator, 1985-1987; Libertarian
Vice Presidential Nominee, 1988;
PROJECT 51- '92 PAC, Director,
1988-present
Aids: Marrou believes AIDS patients should have drugs available
to them at their own personal risk,
regardless of FDA testing.
Abortion/Women's Rights:
While personally opposed to abortion, Marrou supports his party's
slate of pro-choice. He believes the
government has no right to tell a
woman what she can and can not
do with her body.
Economy: "The economy is in a
mess," Marrou said. He fears the
recession may dip into a depression. He believes the only way to
improve the economy is to get rid
of the government; to reduce governmental regulation; bring troops
overseas home; stop defending
other countries.
Foreign Trade: He thinks there
should be open trade between all
countries; free trade will end war
and bring about world peace.

This is the last day to file!
Petitions are available in the Student Senate
office, Rm 130, MUB.

Petitions must be returned by 5 :00 pm on
Friday February 14th.
For more information: conta_ct Andrea
Chechile or Melinda Lawrence at 862-1494.

Military Spending: Marrou would
bring all troops stationed on foreign soil home. He would put a
freeze on recruitment and hiring,
until the military was about one
third of toe size it is now.
Education: Marrou wants the
lowest cost, highest quality available, and the only way to do that is
to privatize education.
Environment: Marrou says the
largest polluter is the government
He believes in order to preserve
public lands, they heed to be
privatized.
Health Care: Privitization is
Marrou 's answer for improved and
cheaper health care. Marrou believes alternative forms of health
care need to be expanded.
Homeless Problem: Marrou says
the homeless problem is "greatly
overblown." He said the homeless
people don't want a home, job, car
and taxes like the rest of us. Affirmative Action: Marron says affirmative action is giving everyone
an unequal chance. "It is racism,
sexism and ethnicism at its worst,"
he said.

Jennifer D' Arey, 19, of 24 Madbury Road,
Durham, was arrested by University -Police
on Feb. 3 and charged with criminal threatening. D 'Arey is scheduled to appear in
court on Feb. 25.
A wallet, valued at $15, and $60 in cash were
reported stolen from MUB on Feb. 4.
Gregory A. Russell, 20, of Stoke Hall, was
arrested by University Police on Feb. 5 and
charged with possession of drugs. Russell is
scheduled to appear in court on Feb. 25.
Keith W. Taylor, 19, of Sawyer Hall, was
arrested by University Police on Feb. 6 and
charged with possession of drugs. Taylor is
scheduled to appear in court on March 10.
Christopher Wilson, 19, of Hubbard Hall,
was arrested by University Police on Feb. 6
and charged with criminal mischief. Wilson
is scheduled to appear in court on Feb. 25.
ParkerC. MacDonald, 19, of7 Monadnock
Drive, Westford, MA, was arrested by
Durham Police on Feb. 7 and charged with
license prohibition. MacDonald is scheduled to appear in court on Feb. 25.

ADVER'rlSING DEADLINES
•Ads appearing in Friday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Wednesday.
•Ads appearing in Tuesday's
paper must be in by 1 p.m.
on Friday.
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Sue Bruns, barn manager, brushes horse Trouble Tester's mane (Michelle Raymond/TNH Staff photo).
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to decide who to vote for
The New· Hampshire was planning to endorse a
presidential candidate in this issue's editorial, but when
the editors at this paper sat down to talk about the
candidates, they reached a deadlock.
Instead, . we talked about the issues, the way the
candidates presented themselves during the campaign
and the candidates' past accomplishments. In the end,
the deadlock was between Paul Tsongas and Bob Kerrey,
and nobody felt comfortable endorsing one over the
other.
None of the Republican candidates seemed to be
appealing. One .of our editors supported re-electing
Bush, arguing that he was the only candidate with a
strong background in foreign policy. But his voice was
drowned out by other staff members who were more
concerned with domestic issues - specifically the
economy and education.
But although-the Democrats have been focusing
heavily on domestic issues, they really haven't stood out
from each other. Most are pro-choice, they all have
plans for funding education and making opportunities
for higher education more accessible. They also speak
a great deal about national health care and giving the
lower class tax cuts. It may not be fair to lump them all
-into a group like this, because they all do have their own
little slants on these issues. But none of them seem to
stand out more than any other.
Tsongas may have an appealing education plan. He
wants to create a loan pay-back system that will allow

My life, my ~ody
To the editor:
I just got through with reading
your "Republican" response to Mr.
Puglisi concerning his article
"Saying Goodbye to George Bush."
I would love to argue with you about
several of the points you made in
your reaction, but to tell you the
truth - I don't want to waste my
time. You are set in your way of
thinking just as I am, and that is
good to a point. I believe in acceptance of other ways of living and
thinking. Yes, I do believe in a degreeoftolerance, butwhenanother's
opinions begin to govern my life and
my body - that's where I draw the
line.
I assume from your comments
that you are implying a woman's
reproductive right is not a sacred
freedom. Your implications on
abortion are supported with nothing,
but your own emotions and moral
beliefs - no facts or figures. Isn't
that what you were criticizing Mr.
Puglisi for - becoming emotional
about something he strongly feels
for. Where are your statistics? What
are you basing your opinions on? Let
me tell you something-a woman's
reproductive freedom and right to
choose is sacred - I don't give a
damn what Random House says. I
would think a person with such a
deep intelligence as you would be
able to see that point.
The think that makes me laugh
is you are not even a woman! You

graduates to pay loan bills on a percentage based on their
yearly income.
· Kerrey seems more interested in health care, and
talks about it more than any of the other candidates. He
also is against nuclear energy, which is cannot be as
easily said for Tsongas.
Brown is worth mentioning because of his success
as a governor in California and his strong concern with
the environment. And Harkin was also considered a
worthy candidate because of his connections with the
Pro-Choice movement, which seems closer than the
other candidates.
However, for all of their words, none of the candidates back up their promises with any plans. They may
want to do the things they promise, but we don't know
how any of these candidates plan to pay for their
educational and health plans in these hard times.
Clinton had very little support with the editors at
this paper. Maybe the controversies involving his integrity have overshadowed the issues. But again, his
stands seem similar between the front runners in the
race.
Tsongas and Kerrey were considered the two
strongest candidates. Tsongas had the stronger image.
He has run a strong campaign, and has stayed away from
the mud slinging that Kerrey and the others have aimed
at Clinton.
Kerrey, however, has the stronger record. As governorofNebraska , he pulled the state out of a considerable
deficit. And although he has focussed on health care, he

will never get pregnant, never have
a baby- when a woman is trapped and personal invitation (one exin an unwanted pregnancy, it's a tended especially to you!).
Part of the reason we've taken
painful and terrifying experience.
this
letter
to heart is that we really
The decisions are never easy or
do
want
to
make
and see a difference
painless. I am not even saying aborconcerning
race
relations. At this
tion is right (just because I am protime,
we
would
like
to invite all to
Choice does not mean I am procome
to
our
weekly
meetings.
We
death!) But who the hell are you to
meet
on
Wednesday
at
9
p.m.
in
the
tell me whatto do is such a situation.
Multicultural
Affairs
Office
in
· I don't care what your race, age,
·
Huddleston
room
208.
gender, income or religion is. YOU
Sincerely,
ARE NOT ME. I respect your freeRon
Baisden
dom to think and live the way you
Sharon
Jenkins
desire - and as long as I don't hurt
Roxana
Hopps
you - respect mine. This is not a
Co-leaders
of
the
African
request - it is a demand.
American Student OrganizaJessica Puglisi
tion
UNH Student

Racial
Acceptance
To the editor:
We are writing in response to
"Racial Acceptance" by Jennifer
Couperus appearing in the Feb. 7
paper.
We'd like to say we're sorry
your frustrations and the opinions
you hold of our organization. We
don't feel, however, that you, Jen,
have been fair or have the right to
criticize our group based on your
past experiences with the African
American Student Organization.
We, the present leaders (leadership
as of this year) take this criticism
personally, especially since your
reference is to the past.
As present leaders, we have
tried to infonn the students of this
campus that all our meetings are
OPEN 10 ALL! We have done this
through attempts to advertise in the
Calendar of Events (fhich didn't
make the paper), word of mouth,

Democratic candidates:
Jerry Brown 647-9200
Bill Clinton 668-1992
Tom Harkin 228-9000
Bob Kerrey 644-8822
Paul Tsongas 625-1992
Larry Agran 433-5500
Ralph Nader 641-5577
Republican candidates:
Patrick Buchanan 627-7100
George Bush 647-3000
Libertarian:
Andre Marrou 889-2002
For other candidates:
State Democratic Committee 225-6899
State Republican Committee 225-9341

though the ad was not a true portrayal ofKerrey himself, it did carry
a very strong message to the public.
That of him trying to block Japanese products from entering into
ourcountryuntil they become more
flexible within their own markets.
His attempt to capture a big audience was not a success and he was
criticized for bringing out antiJapanese feeling.
The ad, however, did depict his
honesty and directness - it was his
tactic that failed. It did hurt his
campaign, but now his ads are fo-

Clumsy
campaign ads
To the editor:
Sen. Robert Kerrey's advertisement centered around Japanese
trade policies was as clumsy as a
puck slipping through the hands of
an amateur goalie in an attempt to
block a goal. Like the goal scored,
Kerrey 'sad was a mistake and could
have very well hurt his campaign.
He presented the issue in a very
stem manner, almost making it seem
as if he was without emotions. It
was as ifhe was playing defense to
his own views on this issue. This
attack on Japan and President Bush's
way of handling the trade policy is
said to be a true disaster. Kerrey
himself admitted in an interview
conducted by Newsweek that the ad
was a mistake and should not have
been running. The ad failed to promote Kerrey as a caring and serious
candidate, therefore, he lost his
appeal to the undecided voter. Al-

has plans in educational and environmental issues that
make sense. But, although supposedly image shouldn't
be important, Kerrey was classified as being kind of
wimpy.
Basically, we can't tell you who you should vote for.
We've just told you where our discussions led us and
what issues we consider important.
If you need further information on any of the candidates, these numbers will get you in touch with their
New Hampshire headquarters:

cused on his life struggles, endurances and victories. The question is
if this will help turn his campaign
around. It is up to you now, the
power is in your hands to make or
break his campaign for presidency
of the United States of America. ·
Tiffany Holden
UNH Student

Write a letter
to the editor!
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MUSIC AT THE LOAF AND LADLE

Even Steven, Feb. 14. Rick Watson and Jerry
Short,Feb.15. Ani Defranco, Feb.16. Open
stage with Curt Bissette, Feb. 17. Steve
Fisher, Feb. 20. Steve Bracciotti, Feb. 21 and
Harvey Reid, Feb. 22. 9 Water St. Call 7788955 for more information.
SINGER-SONGWRITER, TONY BIRD

Phillips Exeter Academy presents African
singer-songwriter Tony Bird, Feb. 18 at 7
p.m. Phillips Exeter Academy Assembly
-Hall, Academy Building, Front St. Free and
open to the public. Call Barbara James at 7723411 ext 346 for more information.

LATIN AMERICAN JAZZ AND SONGS

UNH Manchester presents "Andanzas,"
Latin-American jazz and songs of South
America, played with cane flutes, pan pipes,
ocarinas, guitars, and harp. Feb. 21 at 8 p.m.
$5 admission. UNHM, 400 Commercial St.
Call (603) 668-0700 for more information.
VALENTINE'S DAY JAZZ CONCERT
UNH Manchester presents "Give Someone

you Love a Happy Valentine's Day Jazz Concert" Feb. 14 at 8 p.m. Admission is $5.
UNHM downtown campus. 400 Commercial St. For more information call (603) 6680700.

ltt,■1-lll!i~ll

MEDITATION AND BUDDHISM

The Aryaloka Retreat Center will offer an
introductory weekend program on Meditation and Buddhism. Feb. 14 through Feb. 16.
The cost is $75 and includes lodging and
meals. Heartwood Circle. For more information call 659-5456.
MUSIC AT THE STONE CHUCRH

TheOlivz,Feb.14.Shockra,Feb.15.Regular
Einsteins, Feb 20. Bobhouse, Feb. 21. The
Band That Time Forgot, Feb. 22. Top of the
Hill. Call 659-6321.

CONCERT

The Music Hall presents a Benny Goodman
Big Band Salute led by clarinet virtuoso
Michael "Peanuts" Hucko with drummer
Duffy Jackson and vocalists Buddy Greco
and Louise Tabin as well as a 15 piece band.
Also included will be Ardie Bryant, master
jazz tappercussionistand world-class rhythm
dance artist. They will be using the Goodman
band's original arrangements. Feb. 17 at 8
p.m. Ticketsare$17 to$21.50.Call436-2400
for tickets. 28 Chestnut St. $2 discount for
seniors and students w/ID. Children under 18
are admitted for half price.

749-4300 for registration.
NEW CLINIC HOURS

The Rochester office of the Strafford County
Prenatal and Family Planning Program (The

Clinic) will now be open at its Whitehall
address until 9 p.m. on Wednesdays. The
clinic provides annual physical exams, cancer, screening and all methods of birth control.

MUSIC HALL DOUBLE FEATURE

The Music Hall presents a double feature of
"Strangers in Good Company" and "Northern Lights." Feb.12, 14and 15 at7 and 9p.m.
Tickets are $5 and include both movies. 28
Chestnut St. Call 436-9900 for more information.
MOVIES AT THE MUSIC HALL

The Music Hall presents the film "My Own
Private Idaho." Feb. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 at 7 and
9:15 p.m. 28 Chestnut St. Call 436-2400 for
more information.

THIS IS THE LAST CHANCE
TO GET YOUR PICTURE IN
THE YEARBOOK!

MUSIC AT MOLLY MALONES

Mike O'Brien, Feb. 14 and 15 at 9 p.m. 177
State St Call433-7233 formoreinformation.
MUSIC AT THE CODFISH

The Julie Dougherty Band, Feb. 14 and 15.
Peter Palo (5-8 p.m.) and Tom Pirozzoli, Feb.
16. Lester Hisch, Feb. 17. Curtis Coleman,
Feb.18. WilTurner,Feb.19. BobJr.,Feb.20.
Lost and Found, Feb. 21 and 22. Top of the
Hill. Call 431-8503 for more information.
MUSIC AT THE SPEAKEASY

Yvette's at the Speakeasy presents the group
Vocalease. These new and inventive jazz
singers will present their exciting blend of
jazz. Cover charge is $4 (for people 18-21
$3). Feb. 20 with two sets beginning at 8:30
p.m. At the Speakeasy off Route 1 in Portsmouth. Call (431-7180 for more informalion.

SIGN UP UNTIL. FEB. 14
OUTSIDE OF ROOM 125
INTHEMUB
PICTURES WILL BE TAKEN
FEB.17-MAR 6
@@@

C_ASH ONLY@@@

MUSIC AT THE PRESSROOM

Harvey Reid, Feb. 14 and 15. The Tommy
Gallant All-Stars, Feb. 16. Eric Sinclair, Feb.
19. Vicki Keating, Feb. 20. Tom Richter and
Jerry Short, Feb. 21 and 22. 77 Daniel St.
Call (603)431-8180 for more information.

NEW TICKET PRICES

The Music Hall in Portsmouth has announced
new ticket prices. Tickets for children under
18 will now be half price. Seniors and college
students with ID will continue to receive a $2
discount on advance tickets. Half price RUSH
tickets go on sale to full-time students 10
minutes before curtain time, based on availability. These tickets can only be purchased at
the box office on 28 Chestnut St. For more
information call the box office at 436-2400.

alen

GRIEF RECOVERY GROUP

Strafford Hospice Care, Inc. has announced
that it will be offering a six-session Grief
recovery group beginning Feb. 3. The group
is open to anyone who has experienced a
significant loss. This group will be presented
by Sandy Rose P.H.D., and Elizabeth
Goldman. Sessions begin at 7 p.m. $25
donation is requested, but not required. Call

If you or an organization are
planning an event and want it
mentioned in the Seacoast
Calendar, send the information
to-The New Hampshire Seacoast
Calendar, Room 151, MUB,
UNH Durham NH 03824.

Friday
Feb.14,
1992 J

eaco as
ON THE UN
Barbara Filion at 862-3625 or go to room 7
in Hood House for more information.

Feb. 14 is the last day for undergraduates to
file intent to graduate forms for May 1992
graduation without $25_late fee.
Seniors wanting to have their senior pictures
in the Granite Yearbook who did not already
haveapicturetaken(orwouldlik.eitretaken),
it will be $7 - cash only. Sign up is
necessary. Feb.17- March 13. Room 125,
MUB from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Feb.17-22isBrotherhood/Sisterhood week.
Feb. 21 is the last day to withdraw or drop
to part-time and qualify for a half tuition
refund.
Feb. 21 is the last day to drop courses or
change to audit with a $25 late fee.
Feb. 21 is the last day to carry excess credits
without a surcharge.
GLOBAL CHANGE FELLOWSIDPS

Applications are now being accepted for
Global Change Distinguished Postdoctoral
Fellowships. This program is sponsored by
The U.S. Department ofEnergy and administered by Oak Ridge Associated Universities. First year stipends are $35,000, and up
to 20new awards will be made fu May 1992.
Fellows will conduct research on projects
related to the U.S. Global Change Research
Program. Selection is based on academic
records, recommendations, compatibility of
background and scientific interests with the
needs of the research center, availability of
funds, programs, staff and facilities. To be
eligible applicants must have received a
doctoral degree or equivalent in an appropriate discipline within the three years prior
to the beginning of their appointments.
Deadline for applications is Feb. 15, 1992.
This program is open to all qualified U.S.
citizens and permanent resident aliens
without regard to race, sex, religion, color
or age. For more information call (615)
576-4805.
GRE COACHING COURSE

The Princeton Review will be offering its
six-week GRE coaching course. Enrollment is open to students planning to take the
Graduate Record Exam on April 11. Course
begins Feb. 22. Call Chris Beal at 1-800447-0254 for more information.
INFORMATION FOR PREDENTAL/
PREMENDICAL STUDENTS

Students planning to enter medical or dental
school in 1993 must go through the interview process with the premedical/predental
advisory committee this semester (Feb.
through April 1992). Remember: MCATApril 4, 1992 and DAT -April 11, 1992. Call

NORTH AMERICAN ESSAY CONTEST

The Humanist Association of America of
New Hampshire and Vermont sponsors its
11th annual North American Essay contest.
This contest is open to anyone 29 and under
who has some thoughts on humanity and the
future. Share your vision in an essay on any
subject or field of endeavor considered to be
an issue facing the world today. Then
explain how the problems, be they social,
political, or ethical, should be solved through
reason and compassion. For a list of suggested topics and an instruction sheet write
to: B.J. Nielsen, c/o Humanist Association'
of New Hampshire-Vermont, P.O. Box 23
Keene NH 03431. Cash prizes will be
awarded. Entries must be postmarked before Oct. 15, 1992.
PRE-LAW EVENT
There will be a practice LSAT sponsored by

at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room, MUB.
Admission is $1 students with ID, $2 for
non-students and faculty.
The department of the arts is exhibiting the
recent work of BPA senior Tim G. Craig.
These portraits will be shown in the display
case by the Granite State Room in the MUB
throughout February.

GERMAN FILM SERIES

Health Education and Promotion and the
Counseling Center will sponsor the following discussions on not only anorexia,
bulimia, compulsive overeating but also
body image, self esteem and our relationship
with food and our bodies. Call Kathleen
Gildea-Dinzeo at 862-3823 for more information:
February 17

the Ronkin Educational Group of Portsmouth on Feb. 20 from 12:30 to 2 p.m. in
room 207 of the Horton Social Science
Center.
There will be a follow up session on Feb. 25
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the same room.

Noon: Diet, exercise, and our bodies.
Belknap Room, MUB.
4 p.m. -Feeling comfortable with our bodies.
Belknap Room, MUB
7 p.m. Henry Jaglom 's film "Eating-A very
serious comedy about women and food."
Strafford Room, MUB.

ROTC SCHOLARSIDPS

February 18

The UNH Professor of Military Science
(Anny ROTC) will be accepting applications for 2- and 3-year scholarships through
Feb.1992. Thesescholarshipspaythehigher
of $8,000 or 80 percent of a student's total
tuition cost, a $100 monthly stipend, all
mandatory fees and $450 for books and
supplies.All freshmen and sophomores with
a 2.5 or better cum GPA are eligible. For
more information call Captain Tom Vandal
at 862-1078 or 862-1079.

12:30 p.m. Film "Looks and how they affect
your life." Belknap Room, MUB.
2 p.m. Women and Self Esteem discussion.
Belknap Room, MUB.
4 p.m. Panel of individuals recovering from
eating disorders. Belknap Room, MUB.

SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

SURF grants enable undergraduates to spend
nine weeks full time during the summer on
a research project. The student receives
$2,000 and the faculty collaboratorreceives
$400. A 3.2 GPA is required. Applications
are available at the UROP office in room
209 of Hood House, or call Dr. Donna
Brown at 862-4323. Deadline is March 6,
1992.
'
UROP UNDERGRADUATE
SEARCH AWARDS

RE-

Students who wish to pursue a research
project and receive a stipend or support to
defray research expenses should contact the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program for information. A GPA of 2.0 is
required to apply. Applications are available
at the UROP office in room 209 of Hood
House or call Dr. Donna Brown at 8624323. Deadline is March 6, 1992.

FILM

MUSO presents "New Jack City" Feb. 20 at
4:30, 7 and 9:30p.m. StraffordRoom,MUB.
Admission $1 for students, $2 for nonstudents and faculty.

The German film series presents "Intervals
of Silence: Being Jewish in Germany." Feb.
19 at 7 p.m. in room 110 of Murkland Hall.
Sponsored by the class of '54 fund.
SPANISH FILM SERIES

The Spanish film series presents "Crossover
Dreams," Feb. 17 at 4 and 7 p.m. in room
110 of Murkland Hall. $1 admission.
SPANISH FILM SERIES

The Spanish film series will again show
"Crossover Dreams" Feb. 18 at 7 p.m. in
room 110 of Murkland Hall. $1 admission.

CONTRA DANCE

There will be a contra dance with the Lamprey River Band. All are welcome. All
dances are taught and partners are not necessary. Feb. 14 from 8:30 p.m. to midnight.
Grange Hall, Walker St. (Route 103), Kittery
Center, Me. Admission is $5. Call Patrick
Stevens at (603)436-8372 for more information.
·PORTRAIT OF A PEOPLE

February 19

Noon: Discussion "The Eating Arc" presented by Tricia Hanley, a staff psychologist
at the UNH Counseling Center. Belknap
Room,MUB.
2 p.m.: The film "Food Fright" in the Belknap
room of the MUB.
4 p.m.: Discussion "Men and Their Bodies"
presented by Robert Raynor of the Residential Programs Office.
February 20

12:30 p.m.: The film "Mirror, Mirror"
Belknap Room, MUB.
2 p.m.: Discussion "Being Empowered"
Belknap Room, MUB.
4 p.m.: Discussion "How to Help Someone
with -an Eating Disorder" Belknap Room,
MUB.

UNH presents a special performance entitled "Portrait of a People," an evening of
poetry and music with soprano Daryl Jordan and pianist Frances Roberts. Feb. 19 at
8 p.m. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center. Free and open to the public.
Call 2-2404 for more information.
STUDENT RECITAL

There will be a student recital in Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center Feb.
18 at 1 p.m. Free.
UPPER-QUAD COFFEEHOUSE

If you are interested in performing at the
Upper Quad's first 1992 Coffeehouse, please
call 2-2148. The Coffeehouse will be Feb.
29at 8 p.m.

February 21

Noon: Discussion "Reclaiming our Bodies
and our Lives" Belknap Room, MUB.

FILM

MUSO presents "Paris is Burning" Feb. 16

1~1'.~=-:5 :ii~l!i :1•
Narcotics Anonymous sponsors the following meetings:

I

ar

Friday
Feb.14,
1992

HCAMPUS
RECOVERY IN PROGRESS - Every

BAKE SALES

Sunday at 7 p.m. Free. Community Church,
Durham.

Students for Choice holds bakesales every
Monday in the MUB from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

TIME IS NOW -An open discussion group

CAFE FRANCAIS

with a speaker. Every Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Frisbee Hospital Cafeteria in Rochester.

There will be a Cafe Francais in room 102
of Murkland Hall, Feb. 18 from 1 - 2 p.m.

FREEDOM GROUP - An open discus-

sion group with a speaker. Free. Every
Monday at 7:30 p.m. in New Portsmouth
Hospital Pavilion.
DARE TO DREAM 12-STEP GROUP -

An open step group with a speaker. Free.
Every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in the
Portsmouth Pavilion Cafeteria.
COURAGE TO CHANGE - Open discussion with a speaker every Tuesday 7:30
p.m. in the Dover Crisis Center on 6th St.
behind the Riverview Nursing Home. Free.
DEATH OR ALTERNATIVE GROUP-

An open step group with a speaker every
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in the St. John's
Methodist Church at 28 Cataract Ave in
Dover. Free.
· LAST CHANCE GROUP - An open dis-

cussion group with a speaker every
Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in St. John's
United Methodist Church at 28 Cataract
Ave, Dover. Free
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH GROUP - An

open discussion group with a speaker every
Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. in the Salvation
Army Building in Market Square across
from the library in Portsmouth. Free.
HOPE WITHOUT DOPE-An open group

every Thursday night in the Stratham Community Church on Emery Lane in Stratham.
Free.
LEARN TO LIVE GROUP - An open

discussion group with a speaker every Friday at 8 p.m. in the St. Thomas Episcopal
Parish Building on Hale St. in Dover.
CLEAN TO GROW -An open discussion
group with a speaker every Saturday night
at 8 p.m. in the Frisbee Hospital Cafeteria in
Rochester.
GROW BY THE BOOK - An open dis-

cussion with a speaker every Saturday night
at7p.m.intheStrathamCommunityChurch
on Emery Lane in Stratham.
For more information about these meetings
call (603)432-0168.

CAMPUS-WIDE STUDENT PRAYER
MEETING

Christian Students sponsors these meetings. Students from all denominations are
welcome to come and join in praying for
UNH. Fridays at 7 a.m. Senate Room, MUB.
Call 868-7503 for more information.
CIAO ITALIA DINNER

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP
MEETING

Sponsored by the Durham New Testament
Church. Join in worshipping and praising
the Lord. Wednesdays at 7 p.m. See information desk at the MUB for room number.
Call 749-1420 for more information.

SISTERHOOD PANEL

The Women's Issues Resource Center will
holdaSisterhoodPanefwith sorority, feminist and biological sisters speaking of their
definition of sisterhood. Bring your "sister." Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. In the former
Pistachio's conference room in the MUB.

PHONE HOTLINE

STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETINGS

Confidential information and support for
gay, lesbian and bisexual students or for
students questioning their sexuality. Run by
trained students Sunday through Thursday
from 6 to 9 p.m. Call 862-3922. For more
information, call 862-3823.

Students for Choice will be holding weekly
meetings on Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in
the old Pistachio's conference room in the
MUB (2nd floor).

PSYCHOLINGUIST ICS AND COGNI-

A Ciao Italia dinner will be served in all ·TION
dining halls on Feb. 19. This dinner will be Dr. John Limber of UNH will speak on his
cooked by Mary Ann Esposito of Channel recent research in psycholinguistics and
cognition. Feb. 20 at 3:45 p.m. Conant Hall,
11.
room 101. For more information, call 8622360.
DISCUSSION
The Natural American Culture Association
will hold a discussion on craft leather work
Feb. 18 at 6:30 p.m. in the Senate Room of
the MUB.

TAVOLA ITALIAN

There will be a Tavola Italian meeting Feb.
18 from noon to 1 p.m. in Room 102 of
Murkland Hall.

BROWN BAG SERIES

Gallery talk on Hyman Bloom: "Paintings

GRAPHIC SERVICES

The graphic services office has been moved
from the MUB to the second floor of
Huddleston Hall. Their hours are 8:30 a.m.
to 10 a.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays and
1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Call 862-1869 for an appoinunent.
Graphic Services provides design and supervision of the production of brochures,
posters, logos, and other promotional items,
and signs and banners for the Division of
Student Affairs and other recognized student organizations. Clients are responsible
for their own costs and making sure that
their publication has been edited and proofread, and is in final form.

The Student Activity Fee Organizati on is
searching for a full time undergrad uate
student to fill the position of Assistant
Business Manager
•

Be responsible for $1.1 million
· Student Activity Fee Budget

•

Must be available as a full time
undergrad uate next year to fill
Business Manager position

•

Stipend of $200

GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE

This is a cooperatively run food store selling natural foods and organic produce at
reasonable prices. The store is open to everyone every Wednesday from 4:30 to 7
p.m. in the Hubbard Hall Rec Room. Call
Chris Ringo at 862-1792 for more information.
HIV TESTING AND COUNSELING

Health Education and Promotion sponsors
anonymous and confidential HIV testing.
Call 862-3823 for an appointment at the
office of Health Education and Promotion
in the Health Services building. There is a
$10 charge.
HORA DE CAFE

For those students, faculty, native speakers
and guests who enjoy speaking Spanish,
there will be an informal coffee hour Feb.
19 from 3 -4 p.m. in room 209 ofMurkland.

Applications in MUB room 124
Due Feb. 26th
Questions directed to:
Charlie Bryne
Studen~ Activity Fee
Business Manager
862-1305
MUB 124-A
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and Drawings," presented by Dorothy Thompson a contributing
scholar. Feb. 20 at noon in the Art
Gallery of the Paul Creative Arts
Center.

"CHANGING VALUES IN AFRICA"
There will be an International
Seminar on "Changing Values in
Africa," given by Dianne E.
Rocheleau pf the Clark University
Graduate School of Geography.
Feb.21 at4p.m. intheElliotAlumni
Center.

AL-ANON MEETING
Health Education and Promotion.
sponsors these meetings, which are
held every Monday from noon to 1
p.m. in room 222 at Health Services.
Call 862-3823 for information.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
MEETING
Sessions are open only to those who
have a desire to stop drinking.
Monday through Friday from noon
to 1 p.m. in room 201A, Heal~
Services. Call 862-3823 for information.
COOL-AID CRISIS INTERVENTION
Completely confidential support for
students and others. Hours are 3
p.m. to midnight, 7 days per week.

Call 862-2293 orcall the tapeline at
862-3554.
·

DISCUSSION GROUP FOR
GAY MEN
This group is open to all undergraduate UNH gay men and undergraduate UNH men questioning
their sexuality. Free and confidential. Thursdays, 9 p.m. Alumni
Room, New Hampshire Hall. Call
Stevenat862-1875 or862-3823 for
more information.
EATING CONCERNS
Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this ongoing support group
for individuals struggling with eating concerns including compulsive
eating or bulimia. Free and confidential. Call Health Education at
862-3823 or Counseling at 8622090 for a screening appointment.
GAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAL
SUPPORT GROUP
Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this support group for
faculty, staff and graduate students.
Networking, support, potlucks and
more are offered. Every Tuesday
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in room 249
of Health Services. Free and confidential. Call 862-3823 for more
information.
OVEREATERSANONYMOUS
Overeaters Anonymous meetings
will be held every Monday from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Catholic Student Center in Room 15.

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 14, 1992

SHARPP SUPPORT GROUPS
SHARPP is offering the following
peer support groups: Incest and
Child Survivors, Sexual Assault
Survivors, Male Sexual Assault
Survivors, and Significant Others
of Sexual Assault Survivors. All
groups are free and confidential.
Call SHARPP at 2-3494 for times,
dates, and locations.

tion. Play opens Feb. 19 at 7 p.m.
Tickets are available at the MUB
ticket office Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tickets $7
general, $6 for students, alumni and
faculty. Hennessey Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center. The play will
also be performed on Feb. 20 at 7
p.m. Feb. 21 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 22
at 8 p.m.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR ADULT
CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
Health Education and Promotion
sponsors this free and confidential
support group for adult children of
alcoholics only. Every Monday 1
p.m. to 2 p.m. in room 201A of
Health Services. Call 862-3823 for
information.

"PAINTING CHURCHES"
Durham Centerstage presents the
play"PaintingChurches." Adrama
about a New England family in
transition. Feb. 14 - March 8 (Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 7:30 p.m.) Tickets $10
students and seniors, $12 general.
Call 868-2068 for more information
or reservations.

THERAPY GROUPS
The Counseling Center is offering
the following therapy groups this
semester: Dysfunctional families/
ACOA, Eating Disorders, Relationships and Self Esteem, Meditation, General Therapy and Women's
Therapy. Groups will begin meeting
as soon as they are filled and will
continue all semester. Call 862-2090
for more information or a screening
appointment.

"HEDDA GABLER"
"Hedda Gabler" by Henrik Ibsen.
The Norwegian playwright's great
turn of the century tragedy is one of
the most actable in modem transla-

SPANISH OPERA
"Zarzuela" the Spanish light opera
which revolves around love and
flirtation and the amusing problems
that result, will be performed on
Feb. 14 and 15 at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center.
Tickets $7 students and seniors, $9
general an dare available at the MUB
ticket office Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Produced by the UNH Spanish and
musical departments to mark the
quincentennial of ~olumbus' arrival
in the New World.
"THE MEETING"
Pin Points Theater presents "The
Meeting," a fictitious meeting be-

tween Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
and Malcolm X before their untimely deaths. Feb. 20 at 1 p.m. in
the Johnson Theatre of the Paul
Creative Arts Center. Free tickets
available th1 ough the MUB ticket
office and the Office of Multicultural
Student Affairs.

"The Road to Brown," Feb. 17
from 12:30 - 2 p.m. in the Grafton
Room of the MUB.

"We Shall Overcome," Feb. 19
from 6 - 8 p.m. in the Grafton Room
of the MUB.

JOBS FOR LIBERAL ARTS
STUDENTS
Career Series Workshop "Jobs for
Liberal Arts Students," Feb. 18 from
1-2 p.m. in the Senate Room of the
MUB.
RESUME WRITING
Career Services Resume Writing
Workshop will be held Feb. 20 from
1-2 p.m. in the Senate Room of the
MUB.
CAREER PLANNING
Career Services Career Planning
Workshop will be held Feb. 20 from
noon to 2 p.m. in room 208 of
Huddleston Hall.

The

New Hampsh ire
Adverti sing Office
is looking for hardworking, reliable students to fill
the position of Advertising Associate. Training
begins after Spring Break! Freshman and
Sophmores are encouraged to apply!
For further information and an application, stop by
room 153 in the MUB or call 862 - 1323! We will
be accepting applications up until February 28
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The subtle joys of riding the Coast bus
By Derrick Amadio
UNH Junior
I just got home from a late-night excursion. It's now 9:49 in the dreadful a.m. I
began the 10 minute car ride at 8:50, by bus.
The trip involved walking a great distance in
the January morning, sitting on red vinyl, and
then a brief car ride with an old friend who
saw my outstretched thumb. I had some time
topondertherelative benefits of public transportation.
The first part wasn't so bad. Although
my normal waking time is around lunch, I
was having a tough time snoozing on the
foreign floor where I lie. So, I was up and at
'em, merely relieved that there was some way
to be ferried to my bed without the awful
responsibility of being a sober pilot. The last
thing I wanted was to be alone in a small selfguided projectile among all the other projectiles trying desperately just to make it to
point B. Which brings me to the first point
about public transport: it's bloody well perfeet for being somewhat lit and generally
incapable. Given the choice of being a safe,
sober driver and a recklessly bewildered seat
warmer I would choose the latter nine times
out of 10.
To board the magic bus only cost me
$3,000, plus expenses. Normal patrons must
pay $25 a month, but as a UNH student I
receive a special privilege. There are other
side benefits, such as classes, credit toward a
degree, and a library card, but these programs
have been dwindling since I arrived three
years ago. The bus has been running faithfully.
Though I do have some concern that the bus
business will fall off if they don't keep the
side benefits up to snuff, there seems to be no
such concern in the UNH administration.
Twenty-five dollars a month is not a bad
price at all for what is being offered. Per year,
that works out to 300 bucks. I looked into the
matter, and found out that if I were to get
insurance I would be paying about 600 bucks
a year. Add the price of a car, say a thousand
dollar junker, and the approximately $200 a
year one pays (in a good year) for repairing
and replacing the worn pieces of your auto.
Now figure on at least 15 bucks every couple
of weeks for gas -- about 400 bucks a year.
Total? Twelve hundred a year, plus the thousand you dropped on the junker you'll have to
replace within five years anyway. Me, I just
can't blow that kind of cash, what with the

rising price of beer and Ramen Noodles.
the initial cost of a car, then the ridiculous
It took me about 15 minutes to walk
continuing drain of insurance, repairs and
around Dover in search of the stop. After
gas. And then I will forever have the car
worries: parking spots, gas money, accicircumnavigating three blocks, I found that I
dents,
rust, speeding tickets, parking spots,
had walked within 50 yards of the stop five
tune-ups,
oil changes, new tires, parking
minutes into my journey. Which brings me to
spots,
congested
traffic and being sober.
a complaint about the system -- one must
Oh,
and
did
I
mention
parking spots? And
know where it is one is going, and beon time.
Busses require some amount of direction of
purpose and familiarity to be effective. My
life is generally much too haphazard to be
able to take a bus, with its rigid schedules and
specific stops. It seems that I never quite
know exactly where it is that I want to be, or
occasionally, where I am. But this morning I
hit it right. I was not on the bus bench for
more than a minute when my coa~h arriv~.
•v
.Now for the ~ongest ~d least mterestmg
~rnon of th~ tnp: red vmyl seats. I have
frien~ who nde t~e bus ~d tell me of the
pecu~ar conversauons which they have with
occasional strangers. I never.have thes~. I
guess I am the non-conversat1.onal-lookmgon-the-bus-type. It alwa~s strikes me that a
?ro~p of humans (myself ~ncluded) can be so
md1fferent. But, then agam, we are the same
~oup that ch~ses to stare f~r hour~ at a
picture tube with no outlet for mteracuon at
all, so I should be less surprised. How would
we learn to interact? Besides, conversation
would ruin the quality pondering time a bus
ride allows. My time was wasted, because all
I remember thinking is "Where the hell are
we?", and "Does professor Meredjth (who
boarded a stop after I) remember me? Is she
single?" Not knowing how to address either
question well (having had too much TV as a
youth), I decided to merely stare blankly at
my surroundings - dirty windows and red
vinyl seats.
I exited the bus wondering how I was to
cross the next mile and a half to my house.
Luckily enough, a moment after I stuck my
thumb out I saw a directional signal. Bingo - must be my morning. Karen, whom I've not
seen in some time, recognized me and brought
me right to my house. I'm sure this is merely
an oversight in the Coast bus schedule, but I
have yet to bring it to their attention. Nor
would I know how.
And that's why I don't ride the bus more By Amy Seif
often. Because I am lazy. I do not know how, UNH Junior
As this is Black History month, a time to
or have the energy to find out how to do
something of such monumental scale as get discuss prejudices and stereotypes, I'd like to
the bus to pick me up at my house. So I, like introduce a common stereotype found freothers, will save my pennies until I can afford quently on our very own campus. This stereotype is one which surrounds those people
living "way over there" in Area N in the
Mini-dorms. What immediately comes to the
minds of many are the words "crunchy,"
"granola" and "weirdo." Just recently, a
newcomer to the Mini-dorms told me that she
had not chosen to live in the Minis for her first
semester because "my Freshmen Orientation
leader said that the Mini-dorms were where
the weirder students live." Jason, a fellow
mini-dormer of,three years, hopes to move
out of the minis next year. Why? He is sick of
telling other students that he lives in a minidorm because of their subsequent expressions of disgust and stereotypical remarks.
My friends over at Williamson, who wear
more tie-dyes in a week than I wear in a year,
nicknamed me "crunch" from the moment
they found out where I lived. I won't lie and
tell you that the mini-dorms are like any other
dorm on campus; they are smaller (50 people
in a house) than most other dorms, only one
hall director presides over the six dorms, and
each dorm has its own theme. Due to these
differences, each mini-dorm has the potential
to become a close-knit community. However,
speaking to you as one who has lived in two
different mini-dorms with friends in all the
others, I must say that the minis are not a
haven for the freaks and druggies at UNH.

why? Because I'm too lazy to ask the Coast
folks to stop at my house.· I'd even give 'em

an extra buck or two. Hell, I could afford to
pay four times what I pay now, and still be
ahead of the game. And, if more lazy folks
like me were to do the same, I'll bet we'd all
have a pretty good way of getting from here
to there without having to own one of those
beastly machines.

By Robert Squier

'Mini' resident speaks

No more 'crunchy' stereotypes
The majority of us are your typical JoeSchmo college students, striving for the high
grades and the good job. However, living
together in small communities encourages
people to let their true selves show, for when
you share such close quarters with people its
hard to hide anything. The "weirdness" or
"uniqueness" within all individuals is much
more likely to surface when one's not afraid
to be oneself.
"Weird" has such negative connotations;
it brings to mind sex with animals and other
abnormal behaviors. Mini-dormers do
sometimes have sex, but not with animals; I
would know, for the walls here are very thin,
and therefore a "bark" or "moo" would be
recognizable.Just like within any community,
there are some people within the mini-dorms
who wear strange outfits, say abnormal things,
and live a unique lifestyle. Mini-dormers do
sometimes do crazy things, but that's because
we're college students, not because we're
mini-dormers. However, most of us are much
li.k.e most of you. I've lived in a mini-dorm for
the past three years and I've never hallucinated, worn patchouli, seen proof of free love
or run naked through the grass. I have, however, met wonderful people, formed close
friendships, found personal worth and had an
awesome time. When you 're considering
where you should live for the next school
year, please don't dismiss the mini-dorms as
the place way over there where the wild
things roam ... come on over (it's a 30 second
walk from Williamson Hall) and see the minidorms through unprejudiced eyes.
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Dealing with
the love thing

Show your Compassion &Support for
People Living With AIDS

By Deanna Durnam
Valentine's Day could be worse, so don't
complain.
At least that's what I tell myself. I mean,
I could have the Valentine I had last year.
But instead, I'm watching all my friends
get ready for their Valentine.
It goes from my imaginative roommate,
who has been trying to decide what to do with
this day for about a month, and still has no
clue, to another friend who's anxiously
awaiting Cheeseburger Macaroni Hamburger
Helper on a bun. She claims it's her favorite
meal, and her boyfriend has faithfully delivered it every year. She prefers this meal over
lobster - can you deal?
Another friend is the crafty type, and
convinced me to come over to her house to
make homemade Valentines. She says the
homemade ones are a lot more special. So we
went through her bridal magazines and cut
out pretty pictures and pasted them on doilies.
I felt so artistic. I made a Valentine for a friend
who is girlfriendless this year to, and I really
hoped he liked it.
Meanwhile, she made her Valentine a
huge chocolate chip cookie, frosted and
decorated it Unfortunately, it was so huge it

almost didn't fit in the fridge. However,
being amazingly clever, she disguised it to
look like a cake. Food always makes a good
Valentine's Day gift, especially if it has as
many chocolate chips in it as that cookie did.
At least I don't celebrate occasions like
some gushy lovers do. Have you ever seen
those couples going into the pet store in the
mall and oohing and aahing over the puppies?
What are they thinking? Like they'll ever get
married, let alone get a puppy. These are
probably the same people who pick up copies
of those free real-estate flyers and pick out
their future home. Maybe they should
coordinate the house and the dog.
But I've always believed in the idea
behind Valentine's Day. It is romantic, the
thought of meeting someone and falling in
love, and looking at puppies in the mall. Oh
no, the spirit of the day has gotten to me. I
could never bring myself to actually ask a
guy out, but I have no problem with dropping
very broad hints. Hey bud, buy a clue. The
chick bartender isn't the only one who thinks
you're cute.
Happy Valentine's Day.
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Buy a Pin, T-Shirt or Baseball Cap and the proceeds
will go to the Living Vv'ith .. Group, a national AIDS
awareness campaign.
YOU

DON"T HAVE TO BE

INFECTED TO

GMAT MCAT GRE

t

EAtiNg CoNCeRns aWArenEsS WEeK
feBrUARy 17 - 21, 1992
Monda¥, FebrUarY 17
_
12 noon - DIET, exeRclSe, & our Bodies

.
Delivery Houn: Weekdays 5p.m. to IO p.m.
'

Sat & Sun noon to IO p.m.
(in,11i.i11:i~1. .Ft.1.11l ·. •

our bOdleS

Hepa, Jalgom's Eating - o uerY sErmus comedy

RboUT women & Food

Ope•'
d•91 • ••••
11 •••• to 1_1 P•••

USMLE

EDUCATIONALCENJ;ERLTD.

1:00 Pm-film:

868-1146

SAT

_, STANLEY H. KAPIAN

Belknap rOoM, MUB
4:00 pM - FeelinG ComforTABle wttH
BELkNAp rOOm, MUB

9 Madbury Road
(next to Scorpio's)

AFFECTED

Your Purchase helps
The Livin1 With ...Group
• Educate the public about AIDS
• Provide fund raising tools for AIDS
service organizations
• Distribute proceeds to fund
food. shelter & alternative
therapy programs

The Care pir1 is , symbol ... a syl'T)bol
of love and one c r concern. It says
you don't have tu be infected to be
affected. "'Someone I Love has AIDS"
is rapidly becoming true for many of
us. no matter what color, nationality.
gender or sexual persuasion .
As the disease approaches epidemic
proportions all over the world
everybody needs to know
they're not alone.

LSAT

BE

StaFFORd ROom, MUD

TueSDAY, FebRUaRy 18
12:30 PM - FilM: LoOKs & How THEy AFfeCt YOuR liFe
Belknap Room, MUD
2:00 pM - WomEN & Self EssteeM
BelKNap RooM, MUB
4:00 PM - PANEL of IndiviDUALS reCOVeriNg fRom
Eating Disorders
Belknap Room, MUB

WEDnesday, February 19
12:00 nOoN - The EAting Arc, Presented by TriCia
Hanley, StafF Psychology, CounsLinG CeNTer
2:00 pM - film: FOOD FRIGHT
Belknap ROOM, MUN

4:00 pM - MEN & their Bodies, pRESENTED b Y Robert Haynor,
PresiDENtIAl Program OfficE
BELKnaP RooM, MUB

~T-HWRSTI>~ ffieoR~*~
12:30 pM~ilm: MirroR, MiRRoR
BeLKNap Room, MUB
2:00 pm - BEING emPOWered
BElknAp ROom, MUB
4:00 PM - How TO HELP a Person with an EATing Disorder
Belknap room, MUB

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21
12 Noon - REclaiming our Bodies & our LIVES
Belknap Room, MUB
All events are free and open to the public
Sponsored By:
The Office of Health Education & Promotion
Health Services
UNH Counseling Center
The Division of Student Affairs

__________
THE_NE_W_H_AMP_SH_IRE_,FR_I_DA_Y_FE_BR_UAR_Y_I4_,1_99_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Tracey Bergeron Amy Langelier
Jean Bilafer
Jennifer Lufkin
Heidi Book
_ Kerry McGuire
Jennifer Brogna Rachel Polonsky
Amy Callahan
Carrie Recknagel
Joan Faford
Kathryn Ruggles
Kelliann Haviland Kelly Slide
Kathleen Kenney Laurie-Stocker
Kristi Lamarine
Dayna Towne

Sisteriootf ~ane{
Sorority, feminist, and bio{ogica{
sisters speal( on tlieir definitions of
sisterliood.
'Bring your own 'sister'
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7:00 in tlie fonner Pistachios room,

M'll'B
ve•

Resource
Center

Women~
Issues
862,-1191

eeome see the

e "Outrageous" arid ''Fun".. ..

-e
:

Sunday, February 16 in
the Strafford Room

at 7

p~~~ ~~ p.m.. ili\

e $1 full time$2undergraduates
w/ I.D.
all others
·

1w
f;
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ARE YOU GOING TO

"THE MEETING"
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH?

•~-Will

TH
The UNH Hotel Program presents:

GOURMET
MEXICAN FIESTA
Feb21 &22

CHECK VIDEOTEX AND
THE CALENDAR
FOR DETAILS

An authentic seven course gourmet dinner
with live entertainment and dancing

M(th~

4 different Margaritas and
Mexican beer, including Dos Equis and Corona

SPONSORED BY
THE OFFICE OF
MULTICULTURAL STUDENT AFFAIRS

Dinner will be at the New England Center, Durham
Hors D'oeuvres at 6: 15, Dinner at 7:00
Get your tickets now at the MOB ticket office for $20.95.
Call 862-2290 for more information

EAtiNg CoNCeR ns aWArenE sS WEeK
feBl'UARy 17 - 21, 1992

~

12:30 PM - FfDf: LoOis &, How THEy AF/eCt YOIIJl lfF.i

Bel•aap Jtooa, .MVB
2:00 pM - WomEN & Self EssteeM

.

.

'~Nll!lRS9i\y, ~Rl!lit12:30 p - Film: MirroR, MiRRoR
BeLKNap Room, MUB
2:00 pm - BEING emPOWered
BElknAp ROom, MUB
4:00 PM - How TO HELP a Person with an EATin2 Disorder
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
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drinkin' \,u dd ies
IIEY, WHY
SO GLUM?

.

I

I
~r"'\

~u

MY ROOMMIITE
DIED LAST WEEK.

WE WERENT
JUST ROOMMATES WE WERE
KEG MASTER SOULMATE S
w'flS YOUR.
.
ROOMMA TE?!
\

,Ii

OF COURSE
YOU WERE.'

I

I MISS HIM
50 MUCH,'

r

COME HERE YOU
ffl

;,-;;-.-

POOR THING.

I

1,

I

(ti'
f

·?t::.·

,

by D Timothy Poiss on

l.JKE WHK't" A.a ttlc.~ct>\ a.E
LOOEl<i\- tts C,\J'f

I~ ...
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Take ·the Magic Bus to the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston
.Saturday February 22.
Admission to the Museum is
$5.00 with student ID.
· Sign up in the Student Activities
Office in the MUB Rm. 126.

I

_[
- I

$5.00 SAVES YOU

A SEAT

I

•I

I
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HELP

WANTED
One college work-study position
available. Working as office support
staff for the Social Security office
Portsmouth, NH. Pays $6 per hour.
Applicants must be approved for
College Work Study by UNH. Call
433-0639 and ask for Mr. White.
Loolcing for some hands-on business experience? Does your resume
need some help? The-New Hampshire is looking for a mature, dedicated, and motivated individual for
Business Manager next fall. Come
seeShaunainRm.151 oftheMUB
- or take an application from the
door. Get the most our of your college experience!
CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING

- STUDENTS NEEDED! EARN
$2,000+/MONTH & WORLD
TRAVEL (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean). Cruise Staff, Gift Shop,
Tour Guides, Waiter/Waitress,
etc ...Holiday, Summer aild Career
Employment available. No experience necessary. Call 1-206-5454548 ext. C276.
Earn $1,000/wk at home stuffing

envelopes! For Information, please
send SASE to CJ Enterprises, Box
67068U, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44222.
SPRING BREAK from $199

CANCUN,
BAHAMAS,
DAYTONAANDPANAMACITY
Includes 7 nights, free beach party,·
free nightclub admissions and more!
BOOK WITH THE BEST-DON'T
SETTLEFORLESS! l-(800)-7241555.
FUNDRAISER: WE'RE LOOKING FOR FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES AND STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS INTERESTED IN
MAKING $500-$1,500 FOR A
ONE-WEEK
MARKETING
PROJECT ON CAMPUS. MUST
BE
ORGANIZED/HARD
WORKING. CALL BETSY EXT.
114 AT l-800-592-2121 OR
MEGAN EXT. 153.
Looking for an Outdoor Summer

Job? Apply for a counselor posi-

r

tion with the Easter Seal integrated
camping program. For more information contact Lisa Lambertat6238863.
Earn up to $50 a week and more
part-time selling "Be Wildcat Safe"
condoms. Great opportunity for men
and women. Call now! 1-800-736-

6064.
Work study student needed for
cleaning position at local childcare
center. Hours available are Tuesday
through Friday 2 p.m.-6 p.m. Serious applicants only. Call 868-5674.

SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES. Available NOW!!! Let our local studentreps show you the secret.
DETAILS: 1-800-222-5742 ext.
53023 (24 hours).
Learn Russian or Esperento privately or in a group, beginning or
intermediate. Call INNA 868-9928.

NSAP seeks poster rep. Four hours ·
per week. Great pay. No selling. 1- Guitar Lessons - All styles - relo800-238-0690.
cated New York City professional
with much performance and teachThe UNH Hotel Program presents ing experience - B.A. in music.
Gourmet Dinner 1, South of the Reasonable Rates. Rob 749-4262.
Border. We need volunteers for Back
of the House and cocktail waiters/ Buttons, Hems, Seam repair availwaitresses for Feb. 21 and/or Feb. able now, more extensive work
22. No experience necessary. Please available after mid-March. Fees necall Bill at 868-3181 or JJ at 868- gotiable. Call Heidi at 862-9047.
1737.

I.La.

SERVICES

I

Band needs practice space in
Durham/Newmarket area. Must be
available 2-3 times a week. Willing
to pay $ monthly if necessary. Call
Gary at 659-7546.
FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION Organize a group, earn Commissions & Free Trips! Call: 1800-826-9100.
Professional word processing/
typesetting for reports, theses, correspondence. Tape transcriptions,
data base, laser printing. Experienced, quick return, Janet Boyle
659-3578.
BIRTHRIGHT - 868-1607. Crisis
pregnancy. Free pregnancy testing.
ATTENTION
FUTURE
GRADS! LET US HELP YOU
GET AN EARLY START IN THE

JOB MARKET! CURRENT JOB
LISTINGS, UPDATED WEEKLY,
AVAILABLE FOR KY., 1N., FL.,
DE., CO., AND SD. TELL US
YOUR PROFESSION (CHOOSE
ONE) ACCT., BUS-ADMN.,

f>Ri«TWORKS
•
•
•
•

COUNSELING, D/P-D/E, ENGINEERING, FINANCE, MEN.,
COMP. SCIENCE AND SALES.
FOUR WEEKLY ISSUES $12.95.
RUTHERFORD INFORMAITON
SERVICES, P.O. BOX 997,
SOMERSET, KY 42502.

Custom T-Shirts & Imprinted Sportswear
Promotional Advertising
Phone
Full-Color Brochures
Portsmouth
Signs & Banners

431--8319

Autumn Pond Park, ·Route 101, Greenland, NH 03840

~IH_o_us_1N_G-~-:~·____,JI
DURHAM - 2,3,4 person apartments available June and August.
Walk to campus. Off-street parking.
Call Evelyn at 868-3420.
House for rent. Five bedroom, attached sun porches, garage. Private
yard. Available now $1,000 per
month. Call Betty at 749-2446.
Kyreages Inc. Rentals taking names
for priority listing- school year '92'93. Call Lou 1-207-363-4639 or
Brenda 1-207-439-1304.
Strafford Place - adjacent to the
New England Center - features include: singles, doubles, apartments,
micros, refrigerators, laundry facilities, TV & Study lounge, offstreet parking - stop by our office at
14 StraffordAvenue forrates and to
inspect or call 868-2192.
UNH Area: 1 & 2 bedroom mobile
homes $275 to $335 month and
utilities. I stand last month. No dogs.
742-7057.
ROOM WANTED:

RESPON-

SIBLE FEMALE TEACHER seeks
room in exchange for services or
housesitting opportunity, local references. Call Inna 868-9928.
DURHAM - Great 2-bedroom
apartment in renovated historic
Main St. house. Huge living room
with working fireplace and large
bedrooms. 'Available immediately.
$775 per month, heat and hot water
included. Call 659-2303.
DURHAM - STUDENT HOUSING STARTING AT $250
MONTIIlX. Don't miss out on the
best deals in Durham. The Cheney
Companies offer the largest selection of housing within walking distance to campus: Rooms, Student
Units, Studios, and l & 2 Bedroom
Apartments. Many properties include heat & hot water, off-street
parking, laundry and extra storage.
Call now to guarantee a reservation. (603) 659-2303.

A book listing thousands of GREAT JOBS
for students. Outstanding opportunities
across America. Includes who, what and
where to call.
PLAN NOW FOR SUMMER.
Send $5.95 plus $LOO shipping to:
,
SUMMER JOBS
P.O. Box 5792
Boston, Ma. 02113

SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES. Available NOW!!! Let our local student reps show you the secret. DETAILS: 1-800-222-5742
ext. 53023 (24 hours).
YOU'VEONLYGOTONEWEEK
TO LIVE! DOITRIGHT! SPRING
BREAK IN JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN, MARGARITA

FROM $369! ! HOTEL, AIR,
TRANSFERS, HOT PARTIES!
FOR THE BEST WEEK IN YOUR
LIFE CALL SUN SPLASH
TOURS l-800-426-7710.
1989 Mercury Topas LTS - Black,
Red Interior- totally loaded -power
everything - excellent condition low miles. Priced Right $6,800 call
868-1136.

Rooms for rent. Cheapest place on
campus. Room & Board call Chris
or Al 868-9859. $1,438 per semester.

TRAVEL

Hmm .... Where to live when you
move off campus. Dover & Durham
locations. Call The Fischer Agency
742-6242.

CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS! As low as $369. Our prices
cheape~t! 2nd year running! Call us
up and check us out! Julie 8687292.

Now renting for 92-93 academic
year Young Drive - 3 bedrooms,
hardwood floors, large kitchen, l
full bath, 2 1/2 baths, large yard.
CallTheFischerAgency742-6242.
.------------

Spring Break - Panama City Beach,
Florida. Seven exciting nights beach front round trip motorcoach.
free pool deck parties $129 w/o
transportation $229 w/transportation call: Chris 868-6979 for the

I

.--tim_e_o_f_yo_u_r1_i£-e!----~

!Iii

FOR SALE

I

Skis-AuthierMalura 185cm hot
pink. Brand new Marker m27
Twincam bindings $230 or B.O.
862-5939 Lay lee.
DAYTONA BEACH!! - SPRING
BREAK '92 MAR. 13-22. Oceanfront hotel on strip. Best beaches,
clubs, & party!! Includes seven
nights hotel, plus deluxe roundtrip
motorcoach. Only $279!! (quad.
occ.) Call YANKEE TOURS at l800-9DAY1DNA, M-F, 8 a.m.-6
p.m.

For Sale: 1985 Cutlas Ciera

Oldsmobile - 4 DR Sedan - AC -

$ SUMMER JOBS $

Good Gas Mileage, minor front end
damage - MUST SELL!!! Willing
to bargain $2,000. Call Rebecca at
433-1975 leave message. Every
offer will be seriously considered.

I

FINANCING

SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONJES. Available NOW!!! Let our local student reps show you the secret.
DETAILS: 1-800-222-5742 ext.
53023 (24 hours).

IPERSONALS iii
RENEE - NOTHING LIKE
WAITING TIL THE LAST
MINUTE!

YOU'LL PROBABLY BE WITH
STEVE ON V-DAY WHEN THIS

Happy 2 OtJ!,,.§JJ9r!!"!'I..L
Love~
Stacy~
Shannon~
and
Karen
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COMESOUTBUTIHOPEYOU couple longing to adopt. We will our final RUSH Wed. 2/19 at8 p.m. love you!! -Cathi.
Friday, Feb. 21 & Saturday, Feb.
MAKE IT A VERY SPECIAL
ONE, THERE'S ONLY ONE
MOREBEFORETHEBIG DAY!!!
I CAN'T WAIT! (Then he '11 have
to live with you.) Love, Paul.

KATHY - What are you doing on
V-Day? Are you working in
McLaughlin again? Have you made
plans with someone at home whose
name rhymes with Bran Flakes?
You should do something special.
Like me spending the day in the
library - Whoopie! - Love, Paul.
Do you want to travel around the
world? Do you dream of going to
far away lands to discover different
cultures? Well you can do all of
these things right here at UNH!
Come to the next meeting of the
Intercultural Exchange Organimtion (ICE), every Tuesday at 5:30
p.m. in Hood House 2nd floor. You
can meet with other people who
share your dreams and plan activities to meet the international students on campus. Don't give up
your dreams, get involved today!!!
SCHOLARSHIP/GRANT MONIES. Available NOW!!! Let our local student reps show you the secret. DETAILS: 1-800-222-5742
ext. 53023 (24 hours).
To the woman who found my wallet
in the MUB last week (Ellen-?),
Thank you very much for your honesty - I am grateful to you ... Dan.
Lissa,HaveanexcellentValentine's
Day and a most triumphant 21st
Birthday. (Beware of Jim Bean's
revenge). Love, Dan.

provide a lifetime of laughter, security and LOTS OF LOVE. Please
call Jay and Lisa collect anytime
(802)-235-2312.

Brian S. Young, Happy Valentine's
Day! Have a fun day at work! I love
you!!! Linda.
HEY DUDES! MUSO RENTS
EQUIPMENT. WE HAVE: 800
Watt PA system/Amp, 2 bose
speakers, tape player, 1 ft. and 2 ft.
staging. Call Muso 862-1485 - ask
for Jeff.
111111 I 11111111 II I I 11111111111111 I 1111111111 I

**RUSH GAMMA GAMMA
GAMMA!!!**
**LOCATED: 5STRAFFORD
AVE.**
**DATES: MONDAY: 2/10/92
**
**PIZZA AND SLIDE
SHOW**
**WEDNESDAY: 2/12/92, **
**GUITAR AND SORORITY
NIGHT!**
**TUESDAY: 2/18/92, **
**SPECIAL RUSH! **
**THURSDAY: 2(20/92, **
**PROVINCIAL DINNER
NIGHT!**
**FOR MORE DETAILS: CALL
868-9685**
**JUST DO IT **
**RUSH GAMMA GAMMA
GAMMA!!!**
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllflllllcl:lcl

ADOPTION
. K'
H
d
Puppy Dogs, ittens, ugs an
Kisses await your baby. A loving

UNH Under The Boardwalk is
here!! Let's get psyched it's our
Winter Carnival. Join in.

"SPRING BREAK - 92 CANCUN,MX-PRICESFROM Tomorrow from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
$299" FEATURING THE OASIS Snow Volleyball, and Snow SculpCANCUN HOTEL!!!! OTHER ture. On T-Halllawn. Free refreshLOW PRICED HOTELS AVAIL- ments! ! Sponsored by Kappa
ABLE. GUARANTEED LOWEST . Sigma,PhiKappaSigmaandCAB.
PRICES ON CAMPUS!! FOR
MORE INFO CALL ADVANCE Come to the Granite State Room
TRAVEL AT 1-800-755-7996. tomorrow. There's a Bahama Beach
RESERVATION LINES OPEN party going on. There'll be pools,
FROM 9 A.M. - 10 P.M. DAILY.
twister, -mini golf dancing, free
giveaways, refreshments, t-shirts.
Photography students!! Submit your It's from 9 p.m. t6111idnight. $2 for
work to 1NH Photo Gallery, Rm students, $3-for non and grad stu151 MUB.
dents. Sponsored by Alpha XI Delta
and CAB. Bring your bathing suit,
"Spring Break - Where are you go- towel, sunglasses, and whatever else
ing?" Florida, Jamaica, Cancun. you need for the beach. It will be a
Call Kim/Sandy 862-8721.
BLAST!!
Exchange,Exchange,Exchange
San Diego, Santa Cruz, and over
100 other campuses in the U. S.
including New Mexico, Colorado,
the Carolinas. Info: Hood House
Rm. 8 862-3485, TDD 862-2607.

CARIBBEAN ONLY $189
Roundtrip air to somewhere sunny
+ warm! Hitch a ride to EUROPE
for$160! AIRHITCH(r)212-864-

lowest student airfares, your International Student ID &your Eurall pass
to...travel guides, bac,<packs & Info on
. work abroad-Come by and talk to us
somrtlme we"II give you our FREE
•Student Trave( Catalog & ahSwa any travel
questions you mayllave...We've been

-BIG BEAR- HAPPY V-DAY!
Thanks for a dull year! Just Kidding!
YOUR THE BEST!! HAVE A

e

Boston & Cambridge
729 Boylston Street
266-1926
Northeastern University 424-6665
M.I.T.
. 225-2555
Harvard Square
497-1497

Call Mow

GREAT DAY! LOVES.

WinterCamivalishere. UNHUnder The Boardwalk. Come to the
free skating party after the Hockey

ANNOUNCING AN ENHANCE-

game. There will be free refresh-

MENTTO THE IBM PS/2: A low-

ments.

interest loan. Visit the Technology
Center, grou nd floor T-hall for details.

T-shirts for Winter Carnival are still
available. Only $5 for a great looking design. Call 2-3613 for more
info.

To the 2 boys in the lobby of the
MUB (yes - Chris and Matt): Go to
the Chinese Restaurant on campus
where there is a special drink each
week - have a drink or 2 and you' 11
get your next clue!
Blond hair guy Brian seeking 5 foot
female with hazel eyes, brown layered hair. Preferably who works
out at DFC.

If you like "sweet" smelling socks,
muskrats, and neato Monets, cool
music and Byrthnoth is your idol.
Mike York is the Valentine for you!
HappyValentinesDaytomy3swell
roomies, Shawn-E, Calvin, and
A my.I L ove, Sara h.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA - National
Coed Service Fraternity - Come to

EXPRESS YOURSELF! 10 week
ART THERAPY group for
WOMEN! Begins February. The
focus will be on personal growth
and creativity. Please call Jennifer
at 207-439-3526 for additional information and registration.
Come see THANKS
TO
GRAVITY'S lstAnniversaryshow,
February 21, StraffordRoomMUB,
at 8:30 P.M. With special guests!
Gary Gnu - This is my public declaration. You are my one and only,
O.K.? Happy Valentines Day
Sweetie! Love, Cakes/

OnFeb.17, 1990mylifedrastically
changed for the better. 2 years have
passed and I wouldn't change a
thing. Happy Anniversary Sharon!
Love John.

••••WE CAN HELP YOU WITH
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
GO ABROAD ••••••from ... the

ADOPTION
We will provide a beautiful life for
your baby. Let's help each other.
Call collect, (603)929-0388. Barb
and Don.

LOOKING FOR AROOMMAIB?
Students/profe~sionals.
All
lifestyles. Referrals/listings. The
Roommate Network. Call 1-800643-2643 for free information
package.

LOST BEADED BRACELET on
Saturday night, Feb 8. Purple, green
beads, pink stone. Please call 4362925. THANKS!

STUDY ABROAD IN
AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year,
graduate, summer and internship
programs in Perth, Townsville,
Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
start at $3,520. Call 1-800-8783696.

2000.
Sum mer
rental
open
in
Kennebunkport, Maine. Reasonable rent, nice place. For more info
call 868-2241.

Senate Rm!

CAB wishes to thank everyone involved in this year's Winter Carnival!! We appreciate all of your
help!! Thanks!!! Funded by PFO.
Tomorrow is the skating party. The
Bahama Beach party and the Snow
Sculpture and Snow Volleyball. Info
is all over. Check them out!!!

HEYDORBEAN
LOVE YOU

1
JTS

Debb,
Happy V-tines Day
I love you very much.
L.D.S.
"Out of way, fruit!"
Chris Gelinas - Happy Valentine's
Day and Happy Anniversary!! I

Hey Tina Marie Rasmussen!
Today's the day. Happy 21st
Birthday...Love always, Jeff.
Buffet, The Clash, REM all playing
at UNH this weekend! Sorry Sal,
just wanted to get your attention.
Knox blocks, lasagna and Sunday
River await us - get psyched!
(QUILTMAN feels left out - he
wasn't invited.) Love ya - KML.

22. Tickets on sale in the MUB
ticket office, $20.95.
Seniors: If you want your picture in
the 1992 yearbook - SIGN UPS are
NOW! Pictures to be taken 17 Feb
- 6 Mar. $7 CASH ONLY.

Tomysmooshylovemuffin. Happy
Birthday, have a good time tonight.
Love, your passion antelope:
RememberUncleArthuron theT.V.
show "Bewitched"? If you do and
you remeber the name of the actor
whoplayedhim,call868-3017.This
is no joke, please help stop the
sleepless nights.
Chris Wilson - I have witnessed
your beauty from afar many a time
- yet never have I had the honor of
conversing with you. Maybe
someday the paths of our lives will
cross, .. 1:1ntil then - you live only in
my dreams. Happy Valentine's Day.
- L - Secret Admirer.
Roses are red, violets are
black... Kate, you know I'd take the
noodle off my back for you any time
- that goes for Jennifer and Diane
too!
Scott Hall Ground Floor - Have an
awesome Valentine's Day! P.S. Have you checked your mailboxes
yet?
Susan -Way to break your fall ... with
yourface! Justkidding! I hope things
heal OK for you. Hang in there! P.S.
- You can sleep in my bed anytime!
Kevin - Happy Valentine's Day!
How about doin' some Ben &Jerry's
tonight? - Guess Who?

Sunshine,
Petie - What's that famous saying
Happy Valentines Day! Thanks for you have about trees?
the best year of my life! Don't
·Ben Borell- Happy Birthday!!! Only
forget the camp.
I love you,
two more days ...
Bundlehead.
Need someone to turn to? Do you
To BIBBA Happy Valentines Day feel that you're all alone? Call Coolto my best friend and the worst Aid 862-2293 / 862-3554. 3 p.m to
driver Mike had ever seen ( with the Midnight.
exception of me). Love you and
miss you, Stinky.
Mary Johanna Brown is the sexiest
woman god ever sent down the pike.
RUSHAGR! All LS&A, T-school,
and Natural Resources students. Crockett--Thanks for being my fave
Monday, Feb. 17 Jamacia and Tues- ghecko for our 3rd Valentine's day.
day Feb. 18 Hypnotist, both 8 p.m.10 p.m.
Joe - enjoy your Black Friday.

SENIORS
Pictures, Pictures, don't delay, come
to The Granite, sign up TODAY!
(rm. 125 MUB).
Love Stud,
Happy Valentine's Day. Now that
I've called you that in public, will
you bop me one?
Love Muffin.

Tammy, I know that this may harm
my professional relationship with
you, but I find conversation with
you so interesting that I was wondering if you were free for dinner?
-your secret co-worker/lover.
To Annie Oakley,
I Love You
Poopie Head.

•Big Bear•
Happy Valentines Day!
Your-still the best!
Love,

Dan Krus - It's a good thing
you're married. You'd never get a
valentine.

s.

Melissa Myers, Birger Dahl, and
Chris York - Happy Valentine's
Day from everyone at TNH.

GO SOUTH OF THE BORDER!
Get your tickets now for the Gourmet Dinner! The Mexican Fiesta is

VROM THE PRESS BOX
.r l )·• ·• .• . . ,. Cf11)~
I
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of StatistiCS

Men's
Hockey East

Teams
. 2. Providence

Overall

W

L

T

PTS

GF

GA

W

L

T

9

5

1

19

81

58

17

10

1
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6. UMass-Lowell
5
1

8. Merrimack

3

1

8

3

13

65

66

10

15

3

12

0

6

38

72

12

15

O

F~iday:

Saturday:

UNH at Northeastern
BC at Maine

Merrimack at Providence BC at Maine
BU at UMass-Lowell
Northeastern at BU

Women's
Teams·

ECAC Division 1
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2. Northeastern

Providence at New Hampshire
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2
6
1

3
3

51
49
46
41
19
17
17
13
13
11
10
8

1. Minnesota
2. Maine
3. Michigan St.
4. Michigan
5. Boston University
6. Lake Superior St.
7. Wisconsin
8. Harvard
9. St. Lawrence
10. N. Michigan
11. Providence
12. W. Michigan
12. Yale
14. New Hampshire
15. Alaska-Anch.

23-7-0
20-3-1
15-6-6
20-6-3
18-5-2
16-7-3
17-9-2
11-3-5
16-5-1
15-12-3
18-9-1
16-8-2
10-4-5
16-10-1
17-5-1

Tuesday's game

Basketball

vcu, 42-37

Men's
Teams

North Atlantic

VA. Commonwealth (11-9)

Overall

Win

Loss

Pct.

Win

Loss

Pct.

5

3

.625

12

11

.522

4

4

.500

6

14

.300

2. Maine

4. Ne,W Hampshire

29
29
36
19
5
12
9
11
7
10
7
5

Hockey Poll

.

Callins 0-0 0-0 0, Atkins 2-5 5-6 9, Ladd 1-4 0-0 3,
Brower 3-6 0-0 3, McCoy 2-4 1-2 5, Warren 2-4 3-6 7,
Weldon 2-6 0-0 5, Mills 1-5 2-5 4. Totals 13-34 11-19 42.

New Hampshire (6-14)

6. Vermont

3

6

.333

11

11

.500

8. Hartford

2

5

.286

5

14

.263

Davis 1-2 2-2 4, Powell 1-4 2-2 5, MacDonald 1-3 00 2, Crosby 1-6 2-2 4, Caldwell 0-2 4-4 4, Manoi 3-8 0-0

8,
Ben 5-8 0-0 10. Totals 12-33 10-10 37.
Halftime VCA 19, UNH 1. 3-point goals- VCA 5-13
(Ladd 1-4, Brower 3-6, Weldon 1-3). New Hampshire 313 (Powell 1-4, MacDonald 0-2, Crosby 0-1, Manor 2-6).
Fouled out-None. Rebounds VCA 26 UNH 22. AssistsVCA 6 UNH 6. Total fouls VCA 10, UNH 16. A-539

Women's basketball statistics

Women's
Teams

AVG.
13.4

12.0
11.4
7.3
6.0
4.3
4.1

3.0
2.4
1.6
1.0
1.0
.8

lntra1nural standings
Ice Hockey
Men's Major

Men's Major

Women's Major

1. 6-1 Hitters (2-0)
2. OCS (Sawyer Hall) (1-0)

1. Lights of Justice ( 1-0)
2. Alpha Chi Omega (0-1)
3. Babes on Blades (0-0)

1. SAE Sky Rockets
2.ATO
3. The Firemen

1. Congreve
2. Alexander Slammers
3. Fairchild Fury

3. Lambda Lamplighters (1-0-1)

...

Volleyball
Women's League

Men's Minor

CoRec Bowling

Men's Minor

Women's Minor

1. Phi Kappa Theta Chiefs ( 1-0)
2. The Icemen (1-0)
3. Tough Guys (Hunter} (1-0}

1. No Way Rob! (2-0)
2. Hubbard Heffenreffers (2-0)
3. Swollen Pins (2-0)

1. X-Sen Slush Puppies II
2. Sawyer Destroyers
3.·Sawyer.Scrubfest

1. Wmns. Kid-N-Plays
2. Woodside
3. Volleywood
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Women swimmers
ready for NAC s

MEN'S HOOP,
from 24

.

80 last year. Boylan was deter;.
mined not to let it happen again. . •
"What we tried to do defen~:
sively was just do a little 2-2-l
three-quarter court press at them,
not with the idea of stealing the ball ·
200-yard individual medley. She but just to, again, control the tempo/
was also part of the 11th place 400- make them walk it up the floor arid. .
y ard medley relay team. Jen use a little bit of time off the clock;":
Schuchman gathered her share of said Boylan. "Then play zone 1:>ef
points with a fifth place in the mile, cause we couldn't match up to the())
a 12th in the 500-meter freestyle man to man. Quickness at the guar4
and a part in the 10th-place 800- position would have been a prob-' *
·
yard freestyle relay team. Jen lem for us."
The Rams came out in the sec:;;
Jackman was 13th and 16th in the
100-and 200-yard breaststroke, and ond half and opened up an l l-pqi9t
the final individual qualifier was lead, but the Wildcats kept scratch..:<,
Lisa Culbertson who placed 16th in ing and clawing their way back intq
the contest. The 'Cats chopped the
the fast 50-yard freestyle.
Four relay teams raked in Ram lead down to four points with .
points. The 200-yard free sty le team just under 15 seconds to go, bµ~
of Culbertson, Karen Woelfel, could not come up with a basketat
Stephanie Heelan and Stephanie a crucial in the game to cut the lead
Dueger and the 400 yard medley to two. It was just not to be as the
team of Doherty, Maureen Harnett, Rams pulled one off in Lundholm. ·
Even though the Wildcats lost
Woelfel and Culbertson took 11th
place, while both the 200-yard to VCU, the team showed signs of
medley team of Culbertson, improvement over last year. A loss
Hartnett, Woelfel, and Dueger and is a loss, but Boylan found a ray of
the 800-yard freestyle of hope within it.
''I'm not discouraged," said
Schuchman, Kirsten Johnson,
Kristen Mallery and Woelfel cap- Boylan. "You play a team like VCU
tured 10th place.
and you realize that they're in the Marcus Crosby prepares to make a move in Tuesday night's contest.
According to head coach Metro Conference and they're Crosby is only one ofUNH's surprising freshmen (Nate RoweffNH
Brenda Skelley, the New England banging heads with teams like Lou- Staff photo).
Championships, held Feb. 7, 8, and isville. They're a very, very tal- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9 at Boston College, were a suc- ented bunch of players and theire hang with them and to make it ex- of a moral victory there I'd say, bu
cessful dress rehearsal for the North well coached. For us to be able to citing at the end, there's some sense you' re never happy when you lose.'
Atlantic Conference championship warm-up championship meet," said ·coach Josh Willman added, "We concluded, "It will be the first time
meet.
Skelly. "Now we're ready for the beat UMaine, the defending NAC the team has rested and shaved for
Skelley said, "We've faced all culmination of the season at the champs, and Holy Cross and URI speed, and we're going to leave the
seven of the NAC teams, had our University of Delaware." Assistant were easily within reach." Skelly other competitors in our wake."

Finish 11th at New Englands
By Arthur Linke
TNH Sports Staff
For most teams, the women's
New England championship was
the final, most important event of
the season. Unlike UNH, the others
were well rested and ready to swim
at their absolute best. "It was an
extremely competitive situation for
us," said head coach Brenda Skelley.
On the whole, the lady 'Cats
placed 10th out of 17 teams, racking up 157 points. A mere five points
kept them from joining the top eight
finishers. NAC member Holy Cross
had 162 points, while URI was even
closer with a score of 160.S. A strong
BC team captured the title of New
England Champion, and Providence
College was runner up.
Itwasagoodmeetforthediving
squad, as Karen Palmer placed 9th
and 10th in the 1- and 3-meterdives
respectively. Wendy Roosevelt also
picked up 9th and 10th place finishes, flip-flopping places with her
teammate. She finished 10th and
9th in the same two events. Both
Palmer and Roosevelt are looking
to be among the top three competitors at the NAC's.
The leading 'Cat swimmer of
the competition was Shannon
Doherty, who grabbed a team-best
third-place finish in the 200-yard
backstroke along with an 11th in the
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WE LL PAY FOR YOUR ,
COLLEGE EDUCA TION.

$

(No matter what your grades or family income!)

WE GUARANTEE 6-25 SOURCES
TO HELP PAY YOUR TUITIO N .
Try us now before we become your
last resort
-Call For Details

1-800-222- 5742 ext.53023, 24 hours-7days

BE A PART OF OUR TEAM
.

Earn $ 7 5-$100/week
Make money helping fellow students

WE NEED SIX PART-TIME STUDENTS NOW!
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Chan nel 11 back in Snively
tration. The University recognized
a good thing when it saw it Howe
and Channel 11 finally scored.
Howe saw the advantages not
only for Channel 11 and the University, but also for the state.
"I want more people to know
about one of the finest hockey programs around," said Howe. ''This is
a class-act program that is a credit
to the University and community."
According to Howe, there has
been an incredible amount of response this year, and the UNH administration is excited about negotiations for next year. Channel 11 is
planning to cover four to six games
next season. Channel 11 will be
broadcasting its last UNH home
game of the season this Saturday at
Snively Arena as the Wildcats take
on the Friars from Providence College.
Howe realized long ago what
columnist Gerry Miles from the
Portsmouth Herald wrote in his Jan.
29 column about Channel 11. He
said the broadcasting ofUNHgames
by Channel 11 reinforced one thing:
a way for Channel 11 and the st.ate
of New Hampshire to benefit from
UNH hockey without anyone receiving the short end of the stick.
Even though head hockey
coach Dick Umile noted that the
coverage could possibly hurt the
size of the crowds at Snively, he
was quick to point out that the local
coverage is great for people who
can't get tickets and people around
the state and New England who
want to watch some great hockey.
"Channel 11 's coverage could
help satisfy the terrible ticket problem our fans have been having this
year," said Umile. "We consider
ourselves the state's hockey program. It's great for people around
the state who can't make it to our
games, and want to watch a Division 1 program. And any television
coverage also helps with our recruiting efforts."
Once the red tape was out of
the way it was time for Channel 11
to let people know about UNH and
its hockey program. Howe, who
was raised in Laconia, N.H. and has
loved hockey since childhood, had
never produced a hockey game, or
for that matter, any sports segment.

She would need some help, but not
from NESN or any other American
television station. According to
Howe no one knows more about the
great winter sport than the Canadians. She wanted to bring the best of
Canada to this production.
"I wanted to approach this situation from a Canadian viewpoint,"
said Howe. "I wanted to convince
people to do it differently."
Just like salmon going back
home 19 spawn, Howe would go
back to hockey's birth place for her

In Canadian style, Channel 11 has six cameras to cover UNH hockey this season. Producer Linda
Howe is most proµd of her "Levy Cam", mounted in the rafters of Snively (Nate Rowe/TNH photo).
instructions.
camera. It gets all those candid
What Howe found was these- -bench shots as well as the infamous
cret to taping hockey. A veteran fishman and the dedicated UNH
Canadian producer told Howe how fans.
The sixth and final camera .
to do it the right way. The secret is
to show the viewers the player who looms down on the game from
causes another player to score. In Snively's heavens. Right above
other words, show the whole play- center ice on the ceiling of Snively
ing surface at once. This is the basic hangs the public announcement
difference in coverage from Chan- speakers and the .sky cam. This
nel 9 or NESN. These two stations small six-inch long camera that
usually have a tight focus for the Howeproudlyreferstoasthe"Levy
majority of the game. Channel 11 Cam" covers the action on one side
has the main game camera shoot 90 of the ice from the blue line to
behind the goal.
percent of the game.

:e2~~~;~~::t.:E:
Channel 11 has enough cameras at

these games to cover the Stanley
CupChampionship. Therearefive
other cameras besides the main one
behind the Wildcat press box., but
not all of them are that easy to find.
The main camera is complemented by a follow camera which
only focuses on the puck. This is
basically the action camera. Where
the puck goes, so goes the camera,
and cameraperson running it.
There is an "end zone" camera
behind the goalie on one end of the
rink. This camera sits on a tripod,
and is used to give the audience a
birds-eye view of what the goalie
sees. A low end zone camera is used
down the other end of the rink. This
camera is hand held, and is right
behind the glass at eye level. The
cameraperson operating this cam
needs to know hockey and anticipate when a good check into the
boards is about to occur.
Of course, Howe realized a
hometown television production of
the home team wouldn't be any
good with.o ut a comer camera by
the UNH bench. This is the "fun"

If the candidates played in
p res1•den t f s_D ay game ...

Tomorrow marks President's
Day at Lundholm Gym and the only
question yet to be answered is who
the starting five would be if the
candidates played.
With four years under his, belt
George Bush will hit the hardwood
with his troops at 1:00 p.m.
"Read my lips," Bush says in
hispregamespeech, but he's quickly
intercepted by a hasty Pat Buchanan,
the team spokesman.
"No, read our lips," Buchanan

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . spouts. "You've given us four years
of broken promises. You've increased our salary taxes, and the
team deficit has tripled since those
Japan visits. We can't afford four
more quarters of broken promises."
"But Charles Woods is a businessman," gripes Bush, "He'll solve
the financial problems later, so for

Write for
TNH

Seeing is one thing, but a playby-play commentator and a knowledgeable analyst make a sporting
event more entertaining and exciting according to Howe. Channel 11
has both of these. Channel 11 's host
of "The Granite State Challenge,"
Jim Jeannotte, relays the play-byplay action today di he did many
years ago from the same press box
in Snively Arena.
"He(Jeannotte)isexactlywhat
you want in a sports commentator,"
said Howe. "He gives you the excitement of the game without let-

ting the game get control of him."
Jeannotte 's counterpart, Pat
Morrison, is another controlling
factor in the production of these
games. He is the Wildcats'
goaltendingcoachanda 1991 UNH
graduate. He sits in the press box
with Jeannotte, and provides a color
commentary of the game's action.
Morrison also acts as the associate
producer for the hockey games.
"Pat is a big plus in our coverage," said Howe. "He has an incredible knowledge of the game,
and has access to all the players and
coaches as well. Pat gives the coverage of the gai:ne a new dimension."
Howe thinks that Channel 11
has the best of the old and the new
that combine to give an informative
and exciting presentation of one of
UNH'sandNew Hampshire's most
loved sports team.
There is still one thing missing
from this production. Since there
are no commercials on public television, a series of fill-ins needed to
be taped to occupy the space between breaks. The production of
these segments range from a profile
of the UNH men's hockey senior
class to where former UNH players
are now.
"The players really like Channel 11 and the coverage it gives the
team," said UNH hockey coach Dick
Umile. "Alotoftheplayers' friends
and family don't have an opportunity to watch them play. Channel 11
really gives the players an opportunity to become 'hometown heroes'."

now,just worry about the game and
try to find Woods his lost eye patch."
(Woods, the leading scorer and financial brainchild, has gotten the
starting nod over Buchanan).
The team breaks out of the
locker room, and while layup lines
form, Torn Harkin steals the microphone from the public address announcer. "It's time to rebuild
America, and I want to be that man."
Bob Kerrey, the head trainer
and war hero (who just finished
filming at Snively Arena), hands
Harkin a water bottle and sends him
back on the court. "Harkin, if you
think you can create so many jobs,
why don't you first get a job for
yourself. And why aren't you more
concerned with health care?"
questions Kerrey.
The referees finally show up
and to no one's surprise, it's the
same old duo. "Why do we always
get that damn donkey and elephant
to call our games," whines Paul
Tsongas. "Eat another doughnut,"
he shouts to the striped mammoth.
As starting point guard and swim
team captain, Paul Tsongas has a
vision. He wants the games scheduled in the summer where they can
be played outside to conserve
electricity. "But be careful not to

create a littered environment," he
reminds the fans.
Team cohesion has al ways been
a problem for coach Bush. "The
road trips are awful," claims Bush,
"Everyone always picks on poor
Mario."
With less than two weeks left
in the season, Mario Cuomo is still
undergoing salary negotiations and
the fans are questioning whether
he'lleverplayornot. Cuomo'sNew
York style of play may have added
some extra flair to the squad, but he
still waits for the arbitration hearings.
"We the people," states Jerry
Brown, "Can play without him."
Bill Clinton, this team's version
of Wilt Chamberlain, awaits the
jump ball. His opposing center starts
the verbal taunting but Clinton
quickly pipes up. "Yes, my wife and
I are getting along just fine, and No,
I never avoided the draft. So back
off!"
At last, the game is underway
and Bush immediately feels ill.
"Where is the assistant coach,
anyway?" asks Kerrey.
"Quayle probably can't find
Durham," mumbles Bush. "His incompetence is enough to make me
sick." ·

- - - - - - - - - - - = -_ _ _ _ _ _
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Intensity crucial to
Wildcats' weekend

By Steve Lankier
well. The 'Cats are 2-0 this season
TNH Staff
against Northeastern, beating them
Intensity is on hockey coach 6-4 in both meetings at Snively.
Dick Umile's mind.
"If we play with intensity and
With six crucial Hockey East solid man to man, we' 11 beat Northgames remaining in the season, eastern," Umile said.
Umile can only hope that the same
Saturday night's grudge match
intensity is brewing in the hearts of against Providence is definitely the
his players.
main event of the weekend. The
"If we play with intensity," Friars have taken apart the 'Cats in
Umile said "I think we can win both their two meetings this season,
games this weekend."
beating-them 5-2 Jan. 24, and 7-3
Tonight the 'Cats will once last Saturday night. But this time
again have to leave Snively and the setting will be the barn of
head into opposing territories, when Durham.
they face off against Northeastern
At home, the 'Cats are 7-0-1
at Matthews Arena. UNH will re- against Hockey East opponents, a
turn home Saturday night in an at- stat that factors heavily in Umile's
tempt to fend off a season sweep by strategy. "I know if the guys don't
the Providence Friars.
come out with intensity on Satur"We haven't done well on the day night, the fans will give it to
road," Umile said, "but this is a them," Umile said. "They have
game we have to win." The 'Cats beaten us twice this year, so it should
are 2-5 vs. the Hockey East.
be an exciting game."
Northeastern is a tough team to
With a sellout Snively crowd,
face on.the road. The Huskies rink you can be sure intensity will be in
is one of the smallest in Hockey the air Saturday night. As for intenEast and they have a history of sity in tonight's contest at Northrecruiting players who fit the oval eastem, Umilehopes the 'Catsdon't

leave home without it.
Hockey Notes: With time winding
down in the season, Umile will
continue to shuffle around lines in
attempt to find the perfect
postseason line-up. This weekend
Umile is sticking with his highscoring first line of Savo Mitrovic,
Scott Morrow and Joe Flanagan,
but the other lines will go as follows: 2nd line, Kevin Thomson,
Domenic Amodeo and Jason
Dexter; 3rd line, Greg Klym,
Glenn Stewart and Bob Chebator;
4th line, Rob Donovan, Nick Poole
and Eric Flinton.
-Scott Malone will be returning to the 'Cats lineup this weekend, replacing Kent Schmidtke on
defense. Schmidtke, a freshman, has
done an excellent job filling in for
missing defenseman. Malone's return will add experience and speed
to the line up.
-Scott Morrow has a good shot
at eclipsing the 100-point mark this
weekend. Morrow has 98 career
points at UNH.
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Freshman derenseman Ted Russell drives Northeastern 's Derek
Edgerly into the boards (Nate RowetrNH Staff photo).
4

It cant do laundfy or find you adate,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple"' Macintosh"' Classic®II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro.processor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive~ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer.

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you '11 be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you 're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.
) t }:::c=-··-""'= ,c::,,...

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.
For further information visit
fhe University Technology Center, Thompson Hall Room 14A, or call 862-1328
Open 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sopt by the MUB, February 18, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. for a demonstration

© I 991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDrive is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computer.;.
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UNH ATHLETICS

Wildcats squeezed out
by VCU Rams, 42-37
Boylan not discouraged by loss
By Rob Henderson
TNH Sports Staff

.lames Ben pitched in 10 points Tuesday. Ben shot S for 8 from the
floor and pulled down four rebounds (Nate RoweffNH Staff photo).

Whenever one team plays
against a quicker, more athletic
team, good strategy and execution
of the game plan are essential for a
victory. However, sometimes it
takes more than these two factors in
order to win. Sometimes a team
needsalittle(ormaybealot)ofluck
on its side.
The Wildcats came up short on
lady luck Tuesday night as they lost
to the Virginia Commonwealth
University Rams, 42-37. Yes, that
was the final score.
"I thought the game plan was
solid," said UNH coach Jim Boylan.
"I thought the guys executed well.
We came close. I couldn't fault the
guys because they executed the
game plan as we asked them to do,
to perfection or 99 percent of perfection. But I thought to beat a team
like VCU we needed that, plus we
needed some good bounces and we

didn't get quite enough of the latter."
The Wildcats jumped out to a
not-so-quick lead with a 7-0 run in
the opening of the first half. It
looked as if the game plan of sloweddown, ball-control basketball was
well on the way to working as the
'Cats ran off over five minutes of
the clock before the Rams put any
points on the board.
The Wildcats deliberately held the ball without
shooting for most of the 4 5 seconds
allowed them by the shot clock. At
the 20-25 second mark, the 'Cats
would go into their motion offense
and try to get the shot off. The
coaching staff knew coming into
this game that the 'Cats, although
they like to run-and-gun, could not
do it against VCU. It would have
been like shooting themselves in
the paw.
But just as slowly as the
Wildcats crept out to their lead, the

Rams came back with a run of their
own. The Rams finished the half
with a 19-4 spurt which gave them
a 19-11 halftime lead.
"I knew that VCU's strength is
their speed, quickness and athletic
ability and they would love to run
·up and down the court," said Boylan.
"If we had run down the court, the
fans would have gotten a show from
VCU. These guys would have been
dunking and flying through the air
and it would have been a spectacular game from a fan's standpoint.
But from a coach's standpoint, it
would have been a nightmare for us
because we couldn't keep up with
them."
Experience is the best teacher
and it seemed like Boylan and his
staff learned from last year's
trouncing by VCU down south at
RichmondColiseum. VCU,now20 record versus the Wildcats, beat
up on our hometown favorites 85-

MEN'S HOOP, see page 25

Channel 11 scores big with UNH hockey
By Bryan Mitchell
TNH Sports Staff

run television station to produce.
Channel 11 dropped its coverage of
the games about six years ago.
Channel 9 from Manchester and the New England Sports Network took over where Channel 11
left off. These stations had the money
and air time to produce the games,
but they never had the home-town
touch, according to Howe. Howe
and a few colleagues at Channel 11
realized this point last year and did
something to change it.
Economic times have been
harsh in New Hampshire this past
year, but Howe saw the win-win
situation and the open net. She wasn't
going to miss this chance to score.
"This is an ideal partnership from all angles," said Howe.
"It's good for the administration, for
UNH hockey, and for Channel 11.
It's a win-win-win situation across
the board."
One thing stood in Howe's
way before she put th~ puck in the
the final okay from the UNH adminis

Never let a win-win situation pass
you by without giving it a shot. Linda
Howe. a UNH alumnae, realized that
there are very few sound propositions
left in this world, so when she had a
chance to produce UNH men 'shockey
games for PBS Channel 11 in Durham,
she put the puck on the ice, put her
head down. and let 'er rip.
"A bunch ofus thought it would
be nice for New Hampshire Public
Television to get back into sports,
especially college hockey," said
Howe. "I got everyone excited to do
it."
Howe, producerof Channel 11 's
weekly news segment "The New
Hampshire Journal," last year realized a golden opportunity - public
television coverage for several men's
hockey games this season.
This wasn't a new idea, only a
Channel 11 is covering UNH men's hockey with a Canadian touch. By taking a wider angle shot, TV
rejuvenated old one. New Hampviewers can see plays develop (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
shire Public Television provided
exclusive home-game coverage of six to eight 1970s to the mid 1980s. Then during the mid and fans could actually get tickets to a game. net UNH hockey games a season from the mid 1980s, the team's national ranking dropped Sports got to be expensive for a small, state- CHANNEL

11, see page 26

